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(57) Abstract

A method and apparatus fur Interfacing die muuuu uf bji objcci (18) wlih a digital processing system (250) includes a sensor (14.
110) for detecting movement of the object (18) aJon* a degree of freedom. A passive pneumatic or hydraulic damper (12, 108) is coupled
to the object (18) to provide a damping ramtanc* to th« object (18) along the degree of fnedom and resist a mc^eroert of mr. nh>rf (18).
Tlio damping tc&iaiAiicc ii provided by regulating ihc concol of a fluid with a digit*] computing apparent (52). thus providing a low -cost,
low.power force-feedback interface that is sale tor the user. *lhe damper (12, 108) and sensor (K 110) provide an elecrjoniecnanica)
interface (10) berwe*n the object (18) and the electric el $y$rrm. A glrohfll rn niher intarfar*. mechanitm can be coupled between the damper
(12. 108) anJ tlic ubjoci (18). Tlio iiiutffacc b well Milled feu «iniulalions or video gamca in which an object suciv as^a joysticV is moved
and manipulated by the user.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS KOK PRMViniNti

PASSIVE FLUID FORCE FEEDBACK

Description

Technical Field

5 The present invention relates generally to Interface devices between humans and computers,

and more particularly to computer input devices that provide force feedback to the user.

Background Art

Computer systems are used extensively in the home entertainment industry to implement

video games, video simulations, and the like. In the video ganic industry, a video game computer

10 system displays a visual game environment to a user on a display screen or other visual output

device. Users can interact with the displayed environment to play a game, experience a simulation

or "virtual reality" environment, or otherwise influence -events depicted on the screen. Such user

interaction is implemented through the use of a human-computer interface device, such as a

Joystick.
M
joypad

M
button controller, mouse, stylus and tablet, or the like, thai is connected to the

1 5 computer system controlling the game environment.

One common interface device to game environments is a joystick controller. A joystick

usually includes a member fur the user to grasp and move in one or more decrees of freedom. Tlic

user's manipulations of the joystick are input to the computer system and the results or effects of

these manipulations are typically displayed to the user on the display screen. While a standard

20 joystick is effective in allowing a user to input commands to a game environment, it is limited to

providing only input to the game computer system. The user can receive feedback about the results

of his or her actions only through the visual medium of the display screen and, usually, the

auditory medium. A standard joystick cannot itself provide feedback information to the user. For

example, if the simulated aircraft that the user is controlling in a game environment collides with

25 another aircraft, the user only receives the visual and auditory feedback that such a collision

occurred. The standard joystick has no means of conveying such collision information to the user.

Joysticks and other input devices have been developed to provide tactile ("haptic") feedback

to a usci, uiorc generally knuwn as "forvc feedback." These types of joysticks can provide

physical sensations to the. user manipulating the joystick. Typically, motors are coupled to the

30 joystick and arc connected to the controlling computer system. The computer system can provide

forces on the joystick in conjunction with gaming events by controlling the motors. Through such

a joystick, the computer system can convey to the user the physical sensation of colliding into a

wall, moving through a liquid, driving over a bumpy road, and other sensations. The user can
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thus experience an entire sensory dimension in the gaming experience that was previously absent.

Force feedback joysticks can provide a whole new modality for human-computer interaction.

Force feedback input devices of the prior art have concentrated on providing maximum
haptic fidelity, i.e., the realism of the tactile feedback was desired to be optimized. This is because

most of the force feedback devices have been targeted ai the specific needs of highly induscrial

applications. To attain such realism, important design concerns such as si2e, weight, complexity,

power consumption, programming compatibility, cost, aesthetics, and safety have been sacrificed.

As a result, typical force feedback mechanisms are complex robotic mechanisms which require

precision components, high speed interface electronic*, and expensive actuators.

To provide realistic force feedback, die devices of the- prior art typically use servo motors

under computer control. Pneumatic and hydraulic devices are also nsftd as ar.mators in fnrr*

feedback devices. In pneumatic and hydraulic devices, a source of pressurized fluid is usually

coupled to a piston in a cylinder, and the flow of the pressurized fluid is controlled by a computer
system to provide active forces to the user. For example, a pneumatic system is described by
Burdea et ai in U.S. Patent 5,143,505, in wliieh active pneumatic actuators are provided on au

interface glove to provide force feedback to a user's fingers. These systems regulate, pressurized

air to generate active forces to the user.

While the potential market and applications of force feedback controllers in the home video

game industry is immense, a number of concerns face the potential providers of force feedback

joysticks to the general public for video game and similar applications. Foremost among these

concerns is die issue of user safely. Because a force feedback device can impan physical forces

upon the user, the potential for injury must be carefully addressed. One type of potential injury is

an impact injury, which is caused by a driving blow to the user from the joystick handle. Equally

as important are repetitive motion injuries, which are debilitative injuries that are caused by
moderate jarring of the user's hand over an extended period of game play. Such injury issues must
be resolved before force feedback joysticks can be practically sold to the general public.

In the prior an feedback controllers, active forces are directly applied to the user to provide
an inherently unsafe controller. In addition, high accelerations are usually produced to provide a

wide range of force signal frequencies and achieve the desired high realism However, such
accelerations are even more unsafe for a user operating the device. These joysticks and other

devices are thus unfit for the home market of video games and the like.

Other concerns regarding force feedback joysticks include the efficiency of manufacturing

and marketing die joysticks. The cost, complexity, reliability, and size of a force feedback joystick
tnr home, use should be. practical enough to mass produce the devices. In addition, aesthetic
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concerns such as compactness and operating noise level of a force feedback device are of concern

in the home market. Since the prior art fcedbock controllers are mainly addressed to specific

applications in industry, most force feedback mechanisms are cosdy, large, heavy, have significant

power requirements, are difficult to program for applications. The. prior art devices require high

speed control signals from a cunuxrfling computer for stability, which usually requires more

expensive and complex electronics. In addition, the prior art force feedback devices are typically

large and noisy. These factors provide many obstacles to the would-be manufacturer of force-

feerthack joysticks to the home video game market.

For example, the pneumatic force feedback device of Burdea et al mentioned above

includes many disadvantages to a would be provider of force feedback devices in the home video

game industry. The force feedback interface of Burdea ei al requires a large interface box

including bulky pressure regulators, pressurized air supply, and a large 24-voJf power supply.

The active pneumatic actuators of Burdea et al require high speed control signals to operate

effectively and provide stability. Kinally, Burdea et als pneumatic actuators can potentially be

dangerous for a user when strong or unexpected forces are generated on a user of the interface.

Therefore, a safer, loss expensive, less complex, more compact, more reliable, easier

programmed, more aesthetic alternative to force feedback interface devices is desired for certain

applications.

Disclosure of the Invep^jon

The present invention provides a human/computer fluid-resistance interface device that

provides force feedback to a user operating the device. The device includes conipu lei -controlled

pneumatic or hydraulic dampers that provide a modulated passive damping resistance, to the morion

of an object that is controlled by a user. The interface device of the present invention is inhciendy

safer for a user, requires lower power, and is less costly to produce than active actuators and other

types of pneumatic/hydraulic actuators/

More particularly, an apparatus of the present invention for interfacing the motion of an

object with an electrical system includes a sensor, such as a digital encuder, thai delects uwvcineui

of an object along a degree of freedom and develops an electrical sensor signal for the electrical

system. The sensor is coupled to the object in the preferred embodiment. The apparatus also

includes a passive fluid-resistance mechanism, such as a pneumatic or hydraulic damper, coupled

to the object to transmit o drag to the object along the degree of freedom and resist a movement of

the object. The damper is responsive to an electrical resistance signal provided by the electrical

system and, with the sensor, provides an electromechanical interface between the object and the

electrical system. In the preferred embodiment, the object is a joystick controller.
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ID the preferred embodiment, the passive damper uses air (or a different gas) flow to

control the. damping resistance, nnrpur hy the damper. In alternate, embodiments; the passive

damper can be a hydraulic brake utilizing liquid flow. The passive damper includes a cylinder and

a piston operative to move within the cylinder. A valve is included for regulating a flow of a fluid

through the cylinder, the valve being controlled by a digital computing apparatus to transmit a

variable drag to the movement of the object. The valve can be an on-off valve which provides only

two magnitudes of drag to the object. These two magnitudes include negligible drag when the

valve is upen, and maximum drag when die valve is closed to allow substantially no movement uf

the object along the. degree of freedom. The. valve, can alternatively be a variable valve that

provides multiple magnitudes of drag to the object. A solenoid can be coupled to the valve to

control the opening and closing of the valve from the digital computing apparatus. A gimbal

mechanism or slotted yoke mechanism can be coupled between the object and the damper. A play

mechanism can also be coupled between die damper and die object for providing a desired amuuni
of play be.rwe.en the. damper and the object along the. degree of freedom. The. play can include

rotary backlash provided by a coupling coupled to the object and having a keyed bore which is

smaller than a keyed shaft thai is received by the keyed bore. The keyed shaft is coupled to the

damper. The desired play allows the sensor to detect movement of the object even when maximum
resistive force is applied to the objecL

Another apparatus for interfacing the motion of an object with an electrical system in

accordance, with the present invention includes a gimbal mechanism providing a fust revolute

degree of freedom to an object engaged with the gimbal mechanism about an axis of rotation. The
gimbal mechanism includes a closed loop five memher linkage in a preferred emhoriiment. A
sensor is rigidly coupled to the gimbal mechanism for sensing positions of the object along the first

degree of freedom. A braking mechanism is coupled to the gimbal mechanism to create a passive

damping resistance to movement of the object along the first degree of freedom. The braking

mechanism provides the damping resistance by regulating the flow of a fluid. The braking

mechanism and the sensor provide an eJectromechanical interface between the object and the

electrical system. This electrical system preferably includes a digital processing system for

providing a braking signal to the braking mechanism and for receiving an electrical signal from the

sensor.

The. gimbal mechanism preferably provides a second degree of freedom to the object about
a second axis of rotation, and a second sensor senses positions of the object alon^ the >ccund
degree of freedom. A second braking mechanism creates a passive damping resistance along the

second degree of freedom by regulating the flow of a second fluid. The braking mechanism
preferably includes a piston assembly and a valve, where the piston assembly includes a cylinder
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and a piston operative to move within the cylinder. A piston rnrt couples the piston to the object

and includes iwo cads, each end connected by a ball joint.

A method for interfacing motion of an object with on electrical system includes providing

an object having a degree of freedom. Positions of the object along the degree of freedom arc

sensed with a sensor and electrical signals are produced from the sensor. A resistance to

movement of the object is created along the degree of freedom by controlling the flow of a fluid.

The degree of freedom can be a rotary degree of freedom or a linear degree of freedom. The step

of creating a resistance to the object's movement includes coupling a passive broke to the object.

The. passive brake can include a piston assembly and a valve to control the flow of the fluid. In an

alternate embodiment, the broke con include a piston assembly having a cylinder and a piston. An

electrorheological fluid Is provided in the cylinder, and a vuliagc is applied to electrodes in the

cylinder. The voltage induces an electric field, which, in turn, controls a viscosity of the

electrortieological fluid and thereby allows Ac flow of the fluid to be regulated. A gimbal

mechanism or slotted yoke mechanism can also be included tn provide two or more degrees of

freedom to the object. The gimbal mechanism can be a closed loop five member linkage.

In yet another embodiment of the present invention, o system for controlling an

electromechanical interface apparatus manipulated by a user includes a digital computer system fur

receiving an input control signal and for providing an output control signal which updates a

process, such as a simulation or video game prowess, in response to the input control signal. A
passive damper for receiving the output control signal provides * resistive force along a degree of

freedom to an object coupled to the passive damper. The object is preferably grasped and moved
by the user. The resistive force is based on a flow of a fluid within the passive clamper, and the

flow of the fluid is based on information in the output control signal. The force resists a user force

applied to the object by the user along the degree uf ficcduiu. A seusoi detects motion of the object

and outputs the input control signal including information representative of the position and motion

of die object to die digital computer system.

Preferably, the digital computer updates a simulation process in response to the input

control signal and displays a simulation (or video game) to the user on a display screen. The

passive damper is a pneumatic or hydraulic brake that includes a piston assembly and valve for

regulating the flow of the fluid. The digital computer system preferably regulates the fluid flow by

controlling the valve. Preferably, a local processor is coupled between the digital computer system

and die daiiiucr/sciisui Uiat receives the output control signal from said digital computer system and

provides a second output conrml signal to the passive damper. The local processor also receives a

second input control signal from the sensor and outputs the input control signal to the digital

computer system. The local processor can provide the second output control signal to die passive

damper in response to the. position and motion of the object. This can he accompished
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independently of the output control signal from the digital computer system in * -reflex" process.
A serial interface can output the output control signal from the computer system and can receive the
input control signal to the compute, system. A dijdul to analog convener can receive the output
control signal, convert the output control signal to an analog control signal, and output the analog
control signal to the passive damper. The output control signal can control the resistive force on
the object to simulate the object moving into an obstacle, moving over a textured surface, or
moving through a damping environment in accordance with the simulation or vidcu j-ame.

The force feedback of the present invention is provided by passive dampeis, which do not
generate foivcs on a user but instead provide a damping resistance to the morion of a joystick
moved by a user. The present invention is thus inherently safe for n user to operate. In addition,
the dampers require less power and slower control signals than acdve actuators such as active

pneumatic or hydraulic actuators and motors. In addition, the dampers are less costly and require
simpler computer control electronics than other types of passive actuators. These improvements
allow a computer system to have accurate control over a low-cost, safe interface providing realistic
fnrce. feedback.

These and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled
in the art upon a reading of the following specification of the Invention and a study of the several
figures of the drawing.

Brief PcM-riDtion of the Drau/fngc

Figure la is a schematic diagram of a transducer system in accordance with the present
invention for providing passive force feedback to an object in o linear degree of freedom,

Figure lb is a schematic diagram of on alternate transducer system of Figure la fur use in
hydraulic systems;

Figure lc is a schematic diagram of an alternate transducer system of figure la for use in
hydraulic systems;

Hgurp. Id is a side sectional view of the piston assembly of Figure lc;

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a first alternate embodiment of the transducer system of
Figure 1q;

Figure 3a is a schematic diagram of a second alternate embodiment of the transducer s

of Figure la:
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Figure 3b is a schematic diagram of an alternate transducer system of Figure 3a for use in

hydraulic systems;

Figure 4a is a schematic diagram of an interface system including transducer systems of
Figure 1;

Figure 4b is a perspective view of the interface system of Figure 4a;

Figure 5a is a schematic diagram of an alternate interface system including transducer
systems of Figure la;

Figures 5b and 5c are schematic diagrams showing the movement of a user object in the
interface system of Figure 5a;

Figure 5d is a perspective view of the interface system of Figure 5a;

Figure 5e is a perspective view of the interface system of Figure 5a having a stylus-
receiving user object;

Figure 5f is a perspective view of the stylus-receiving user object of Figure 5e and a stylus;

Figure 5g is a perspective view of the interface system of Figure 5a having a finger-
receiving user object;

Figure 5h is a perspective view of the finger-receiving object of Figure 5g and a user's
finger;

Figure 6a is a schematic diagram of a transducer system in accordance with the present
invention for providing passive force feedback to an object in a rotary degree of freedom;

Figure 6b is a schematic diagram of the transducer system of Figure 4a where an object has
been moved within the rotary degree of freedom;

Figure 6c is a sectional side view of the damper shaft and a play mechanism of the
transducer system of Figure 6a;

Figure 6d is a sectional side view of the damper shaft and play mechanism of Figure 6c;

Figure 6c is a detailed view of the keyed portions of the damper shaft and play mechanism
of Figure 6c;

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of an alternate embodiment of the transducer system as
shown in Figure 6a;
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Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of an interface system including the transducer system of
Figure 6a;

Figure 9 is a perspective front view of a preferred embodiment of the interface system of
Figure 8 including ajoystick object;

Figure 10 is a perspective rear view of the embodiment of the interface system of Figure 9;

Figure 11 is a perspective view of a slotted yoke mechanical apparatus used with the
transducer system ofFigure 6a;

Figure 12 is a block diagram of a control system for the interface systems of the present
invention;

Figure 13 is a schematic diagram of a first embodiment of the control system of Figure 12;

Figure 14 is a schematic diagram of a second embodiment of the control system of Figure
12;

Figure 15 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for controlling the transducer systems of
the present invention.

Pest Modes for Carryin g out the Invenriop

In Figure la. a schematic diagram of a transducer system 10 for providing computer-
controlled force feedback in accordance with the present invention is shown. Transducer system
10 mcludes a damper assembly 12 and a sensor 14. A user object 18 is preferably coupled to
damper assembly 12 and sensor 14 to allow the user to interface with a computer system 16 In
the preferred embodiments, a user grasps user object 18 and moves the object in one or more
provided degrees of freedom. Transducer system 10 is also considered an interface system to
computer system 16; in other embodiments, described subsequently, an interface system includes
additional mechanical components. The transducer system of the present invention both senses the
position of the object and provides passive force feedback in the provided degrees of freedom as
described below. Thus, as used herein, "transducer system" refers to a system that both senses
posmons and provides force feedback. "Damper" refers to a passive resistance mechanism that
proves a damping resistance to motion of an object coupled to the mechanism.

Damper assembly 12 is coupled to object 18 to provide a passive damping resistance to the
movement of object 18. Preferably, a user generates a force on object 1 8. which causes the object
to move m one or more provided degrees of freedom. In the embodiment of Figure la a single
hnear degree of freedom is provided for object 18. The damping resistance generated by damper
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assembly 12 dampens or resists the motion of object 18 in that degree of freedom, as described

below.

Damper assembly 12 is a "fluid-resistance" device which provides a damping resistance

based on the regulation Of fluid flow within llic device. In the preferred embodiment, the fluid is a

5 gas, such as air. Damper assembly 12 can also be referred to as a "pneumatic brake." In alternate

embodiments, hydraulic passive devices can be used to provide resistance based on the regulation

of liquid flow. However, pneumatir. devices with gas flow, specifically air flow, arc inure

appropriate for the embodiment of Figure la. Damper assembly 12 preferably includes a piston

assemhly 20 and a valve 22. Piston assembly 20 includes a housing or cylinder 24, a piston 26,

10 and a piston rod 28. Cylinder 24 is an elongated structure having a hollow interior 30, an rod

opening 32 positioned at one end, and a valve orifice 34 positioned at the opposite end. The

cylinder i6 preferably cylindrical,.but can b* rectilinear or have a cross section of other shapes in

other embodiments. Preferably, cylinder 24 is made out of glass, graphite, plastic, or a similar

smooth material.

15 Piston 26 is positioned within the interior of cylinder 24 and is constrained to be moved

along the degree of freedom designated by axis 36. Piston 26 is preferably also made our of a

material such as graphite, glass or plastic and thus has a smooth outer surface. Piston 26 has a

cross sectional shape equivalent to cylinder 24 so that a minimum gap between its outer edge and

the inner edge of the interior 30 exists and no substantial amount of fluid may escape between the

20 gap. Implementing a moving piston within a cylinder is well known to those skilled in the art.

Piston assemblies or similar dapshot devices available from several manufacturers can be used in

the present invention. For example, a suitable pneumatic deviw is the Precision Air Dapshot

available from Airpot of Norwalk, Connecticut. Piston rod 28 cnnples piston 26 to user object 18

such that when object 18 is moved by a user in the degree of freedom 36, piston 26 is also moved

25 in that degree of freedom.

The motion ot piston 26 is dependent on the flow of a fluid 38 through valve orifice 34 in

cylinder 24. As stated above, fluid 38 is preferably a gas such as air, but can be a liquid in other

embodiments. As is well known to those skilled in the an, a pisiun may move when valve orifice

34 is unrestricted, which allows the fluid to flow through the orifice. For example, if the fluid is

30 air in a pneumatic system, then the piston 26 can move toward orifice 34 if the piston is allowed to

force air from the portion of interior 30 in "front" of the piston, through orifice 34, and to the

atmosphere outside cylinder 24. Similarly, piston 26 can move toward opening 32 if air is allowed

tn tlow ttom the atmosphere into the "front" portion of Interior 30 of the cyLimlci. As icfcrcnccd

herein, the term "free movement" or "freely move" refers to the pistons movement when valve

33 orlflce 34 is completely open, iiUuwhig umcsuictcd fluid flow to and from interior 30 through

orifice 34. The term "cannot move" or "substantially no movement" refers to the piston's
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movement when no fluid (actually a negligible amount of fluid) can flow to and from interior 30.

In actuality, some movement of piston 26 is typically possible due to the compressible narure of air

and other fluids, and due to small fluid leakages in the system.

Fluid 38 is used in damper assembly to provide a damping resistance or drag to the motion

of object 18. Thar is, energy can be' removed from the system such that when the user moves

object 18, a passive resistance to the object's motion is created. The motion of the object can be

resisted by controlling the amount of fluid flow through orifice 34. In the described embodiment,

the fluid flow through orifice 34 is controlled by valve 22. Valve 22 is coupled to a duct 40 of

cylinder 24 which allows fluid 38 to flow from interior 30, through orifice 34, and into a passage

in valve 22. As is well known to those skilled in the art, a valve can he controlled to vary the size

of the valve's passage to provide a selectable amount of fluid flow through the valve. The valve

shown in Figure la, for example, can be an "on-off valve" or "open-close valve
1
' thai provides two

amounts of fluid flow through orifice 34. The first is no fluid flow (closed valve), in which the

valve is selected to connect a closed port 42 to duct 40. Tlus allows substantially no fluid to enter

or leave the interior 30 and stops the movement of piston 26 within cylinder 24 (as explained

above, some movement is actually still allowed due to compressibility and leakage of fluids). This

provides the maximum damping resistance (i.e., maximum amount of drag) to piston 26 and user

object 18.

The second amount of fluid flow is full flow (open valve), in which valve 22 connects

open port 44 to duct 40. Open port 44 allows fluid 38 to be vented to the atmosphere or otherwise

flow freely. This provides the minimum damping resistance- (i.e., minimum amount of drag nr

"free" movement) to piston 26 and user object 18 in the described embodiment. For example, if a

gas such as air is being used as a fluid, then open port 44 can vent the gas to the atmosphere;

damper assembly 12 would thus be an "open loop" system. A suitable on-off valve suitable for

use in the present invention is the Minimauc Valve available from Clippard of Cincinnati, OH.

The fluid flow through orifice 34 can thus be controlled by adjusdng the size of orifice 34
or the size of a passage connected to orifice 34. In the current embodiment, this is accomplished

by controlling a valve tu select one of iuultiplc provided ports, whcie cadi pou has an orifice of a

different si2e As described below, multiple valves can be. used to provide a greater variety ot

different fluid flows through orifice 34.

In an alternate embodiment, a servo valve can be used to provide a desired fluid flow.

Such a valve receives an analog voltage signal for incrementally controlling the size of the valve's

passageway based on the analog voltage, thus allowing fluid flow to be controlled to a finer

resolution than when using on-off valves. A suitable servo valve for use in the present invention is

QBI available ttom Proportion Air of McC lordsvi lie, IN.
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Passive dampers, such as damper assembly 12, can provide realistic force feedback to a

user operating an interface apparatus in a simulated environment. Passive dampers impose a

resistance to the motion of an object 18 manipulated by the user. Thus, a user who manipulates an

interface having passive dampers will feel forces only when he or she actually moves an object of

5 the interface.

Passive dampcra/octuators 12 provide several advantages when compared to active

actuators. Passive dampers are much less expensive and complex than active actuators. For

example, a substantially lower current is required to drive passive dampers than acdve actuators.

This allows a less expensive puwer supply to drive a passive damper system, and also allows a

10 force feedback mechanism to be smaller and more lightweight due to the smaller power supply.

Alsu, in the active pneumatic and hydraulic devices of the prior art, a supply of pressurized air

must bft regulated to provide active forces, requiring more complex and expensive components and

controllers.

In addition, passive dampers require substantially slower control signals to operate

15 effectively in a simulation environment than do active dumpers such as motors. This is significant

if the controller of an interface mechanism is a computer system that includes only a standard, low-

speed input/output port, such as a serial port. Serial ports are quite common to personal computers

but do not communicate quickly enough to perform real-time, stable control of most active

actuators. When an interface controller with slower control signals is used, passive dampers can

20 provide stable force feedback to the user. Another advantage uf passive dampers is that they do

not generate forces on the interface and the user and are thus more, safe for the user. A user will

not experience unexpected and possibly injurious forces from the interface object 18» since the user

is inputting all the energy into rhe system and providing all the active forces.

The. fluid dampers of the present invention (i.e., pneumatic and/or hydraulic) provide even

25 greater advantages to a low-cost, safe force feedback interface than do other types of passive

actuators or dampers. Since the resistance applied to ihc user object 18 is provided by the flow of

a fluid, only valves or other devices for controlling the size of orifices are needed to change the

resistance fell by die user. This allows simple solenoids and other low-power components to be

used to control the valves, instead of more complex components used in other passive and active

30 actuators. In a damping system, signals are output by a controlling computer to control a valve or

change the size of an orifice only when a change in resistive force uccurs, allowing real-time stable

control of force feedback even for very slow electronics systems and input/output pons. In

addiLiun, die pisluu assemblies arc very low cost and safer compared to other po3sivc actuator

devices.
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Sensor 14 is coupled to object 18 in the described embodiment and senses the position of

the object in a degree of freedom. The object 18 in the embodiment of Figure la is provided with

only a single linear degree of freedom such Uiat sensor 14 senses the position of the object in that

single degree of freedom. A sliding member 46 is coupled to piston rod 28 or to object 18 and

moves through sensor 14. which in the embodiment of Figure la con be a linear pot, linear digital

encoder, LVDT , or similar device for sensing an object's position in a linear degree of freedom.

For example, part number 0243-0000 available from Transtek of Ellington, CT can be used. In

alternate embodiments, sensor 14 can be used to detect rotary molion of object 18, as described iu

greater detail below with reference to Figure 4a. Sensor 14 is coupled to computer system 16 by a

bus 50, which carries electrical signals llml are representative of the position of object 18 along the

provided degree of freedom from sensor 14 to computer system 16.

Valve 22 is preferably controlled by a digital processing system or other electrical system.

Preferably, tile digital processing system is a computer system 16, which can include a computer

apparatus 52 and a display screen 54. Numerous other peripherals and interface devices can be

coupled to computer system 16 as well Computer system 16 is coupled to valve 22 by bus 56 and

provides electrical signals to the valve to control Uic valve. For example, when using the on-off

valve described above, a solenoid can be coupled ro the valve tn cause the valve to open or close

when specific electrical signals are applied to the solenoid, as is well known to those skilled the art.

Computer apparatus 32 can include an interface to provide the signals to a solenoid; examples of

such an interface circuit are described below with reference to Figures 12 and 13. Alternately,

computer apparatus 52 can provide an analog voltage signal to control a servo valve, as described

above and with reference to Figure 13.

Display 54 can be used to display a virtual reality environment for The user ro view.

Display 54 can be a standard display screen or CRT, 3-D goggles, or any other visual interface,

Hor example, the user object IX can control a computer-generated object displayed on a two-

dimensional screen, such as a picture of a instrument, a joystick, a cursor, etc. The user can

interact with the simulation by viewing the screen. The computer system 16 receives input from

sensor 14 to influence the position and movement of computer-generated objects that are controlled

by object 18, and the computer system 16 outputs signals to damper assembly 12 when computer-

generated ohjects interact or a haptic effect is to be transmitted to the user. For example, if a user-

controlled object displayed on display 54 collides with a "wall" in the simulation, that collision can

be viewed on the screen and appropriate force feedback can be applied to user object 18 as well.

User object 18 Is preferably grasped or otherwise controlled by a user. By "grasp", it is

meant that users may releasably engage a grip portion of the object in some fashion, such as by

hand, widi their fingertips, or even orally in the case of handicapped persons. In the described

embodiment, object 18 is a handle, such as a control handle on a joystick for manipulating the
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raovemrnt of computer-controlled objects or a steering wheel, palm grip, etc. Computer apparatus

52 can display objects on display screen 54 and the user can interface with the objects by moving

the handle to affect the view displayed, the position of a displayed object, the view of an object,

etc. Other types of objects are. also smrablp. for the present invention, such as a pool cue. a stylus,

a juystick, a steering wheel, a knob, a grip, a medical instrument (laparoscope, catheter, etc.), and

so on.

Additional merJwnir.^1 Apparatuses can be coupled between transducer system 10 and user

object 18 to provide additional stability to the motion of object 18. Also, mechanical apparatuses

ran add additional degrees of freedom to object 18. In such an embodiment, each provided degree

of freedom preferably includes its own transducer system 10.

Figure lb is a schematic illustration of an alternate embodiment 10* of the transducer

system shown In Figure la. System 10' is mure applicable for fluids such as liquids and gases

other than air. System 10' includes a damper assembly 12', sensor 14, and user object IX for

iiiteifacmg with computer system 16. Sensor 14, computer system 16, and user object 18 are

substantially similar to the corresponding components of system 10 as described with reference to

Figure la.

Damper assembly 12' includes a piston assembly 20' and a valve 22\ Piston assembly 20'

includes cylinder 24'. piston 26. piston rod 28a, piston rod 28b, orifice 27, and uriGec 29. The

piston 26 and piston rod 28a operate substantially the. same, as described with reference to Figure

la. Piston rod 28b is additionally coupled to the opposite side of piston 26 from rod 28a and

extends through an aperture Mh in cylinder 24*. Rod 28b is provided to balance the volume of

fluid 39 on both sides of piston 26 within cylinder 24' and thus allow on equal damping resistance

to be provided to object 18 in both directions along axis 36. Since system 10' typically iS used for

closed systems in which a fluid is not desired to escape from cylinder 24\ seals 41 are preferably

provided between apertures 32a and 32b and the piston rods 28a and 28b, respectively, to prevent

any fluid leakages through apertures 32a and 32b.

Cylinder 24' includes two orifices 27 and 2V instead of the single orifice 34 of Figure la.

Orifice 27 leads to duct 31, which extends from cylinder 24' to valve 22'. Duct 31 is preferably

coupled to a first pon of valve 22'. Similarly, orifice 29 leads to duct 33. which extends from
cylinder 24' to the second port of valve 22*. Orifices 27 and 29 are arranged such that one of the

orifices is ucar one cud uf cylinder 24', and the other orifice is positioned near the opposite end of

the cylinder The space between the cylinders is the allowed movement range for piston 26 along

the linear degree of freedom indicated by axis 36, as explained below.
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Damper assembly 12' functions as a closed loop system, i.e., a fluid is allowed to flow in a

closed loop. When piston 26 is moved by the user in a direction indicated by arrow 35, fluid 39

can flow from the interior of cylinder 24' at the "front" of the cylinder, through orifice 27. through

valve 22' (when the valve u open), and into the interior at die "back" of the cylinder through

5 orifice 29. Likewise, when piston 26 is moved in a direction opposite, to that of arrow 35. fluid 39

moves fmm the interior of cylinder 24\ through uiificc 29 t through valve 22', through orifice 27,

and back into the cylinder 24'. The piston is thus "double acting" in that fluid on both sides of ihe

piston is caused to flow wheu die piston is moved.

Valve 22' is can be controlled by computer system 16 to alter the amount of fluid flowing

10 through the valve. Computer system 16 can send signals over bus 56. as described in Figure la,

to adjust the sue of an orifice in valve 22' by preferably controlling a solenoid or other

electromechanical device. In one embodiment, valve 22* is an on-off valve having two states: full

fluid flow (open) and substantially no fluid flow (closed). In the open valve state, fluid Is allowed

to freely flow from duct 31 to duct 33 or vice-versa. In the closed valve state, the passage between

15 the ducts is blocked, allowing no fluid flow. Thus, piston 26 and handle 18 can be moved in the

provided degree of freedom if the computer system controls valve 22' to open, and the.

piston/handle are provided with maximum damping resistance when valve 22* is closed.

As described with reference to Figure la. valve 22' can also be implemented as a servo

valve that can more finely control the size of its orifice. An analog voltage signal (or sampled

7.0 digital signal) can be applied by computer system 16 for incrementally controlling the cross-

sectional si2e of the valve's passageway/orifice based on the voltage, thus allowing fluid flow to be

controlled to a finer resolution than when using on-off valves.

The closed-loop embodiment of Figure lb is especially suitable for hydraulic dampers in

which fluid 39 is a liquid (including an electrorheological liquid, as described below in Figure lc),

25 as well as dampers in which fluid 39 is a gas other than air. In such damper systems, the. fluid 39

is normally provided in a closed system so that the fluid docs not continually have to be replaced

with new fluid from a fluid source.

Figure lc is a schematic illustration of an alternate embodiment 10" of the transducer

system shown in Figure lb. System 10" includes a damper assembly 12
M

, sensor M, and user

30 object 18 for interfacing with computer system 16. Sensor 14, computer system 16. and user

object 18 are substantially similar to the corresponding components of system 10 as described with

reference to Figures la and lb.

Hamper assembly 12" includes a piston assembly 20". Piston assembly 20" includes

cylinder 2 /l", piston 26\ and piston rod 28. Cylinder 24" is provided with one aperture 32.
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which is closed to fluid leakage by seals 41. No valve is included in damper assembly 12", for

reasons described below. Piston 26* is preferably provided with at least one aperture 43. A fluid

39'. flows through the apenure(s) 43 when piston 26* is moved along axis 36. as Indicated by

arrows 45. Apertures 43 can have n rectangular, circular, or other cross-sectional shape. Each

5 aperture preferably includes electrodes 47. as described below with reference to Figure Id. Wires

49 coupled to the electrodes can be routed from piston 26', along (or inside) piston rod 28, and our

to computer system 1 6.

Damper assembly 12" Is a closed system, and is therefore appropriate for non-air fluids

such as liquids. Preferably, the transducer system 10" of Figure 1c can control the damping

10 resistance provided to die motion of user object 18 without changing the size of apertures 43.

Instead, the flow of the fluid can be controlled hy changing the properties of tbe fluid itself. More

specifically, fluid 39' provided within cylinder 24
M

is preferably on "electrorheological fluid",

which is a fluid that has a viscosity that can be changed electronically. If an electric field is applied

to an clectrorhcological fluid, the viscosity of the fluid can be changed. By changing the viscosity

15 of fluid 39'. the fluid wiU flow at a different rale through apertures 43 when the piston 261

is

moved by the user, thus allowing the damping resistance tn user object 18 to be controlled.

Elecuorheological fluids are well known to those skilled in the art. For example, these fluids are

described by W. Window in U.S. Patent 2.417.850 and U.S. Patent 3,047,507.

Figure Id is a side, view along line Id- Id of Figure lc and shows an example of using

apertures and electric fields to control the viscosity of an electrorheological fluid. Piston 26' can

include a single aperture or multiple apertures 43a. 43b, 43c, and 43d. Electrodes 47 are

positioned within each aperture 43a-d. Computer system 16 can be coupled to electrodes 47 by

buses 49 mid send an analog or digital voltage to the electrodes to apply an electric field to the

apertures 43a-d. The electric field, in turn, raises the viscosity of fluid 39' flowing through the

apertures 43. This will increase the damping resistance applied to user object 18 in an on-off type

of resistance, similar to on-off valves described above. In addition, the computer system can vary

the voltage applied to electrodes 47 to vary the viscosity of the fluid through an aperture 43 to a

desired degree, similar lo the servo vajvc described above.

The multiple apertures 43a-d can be provided in piston 26* to dampen the motion of object

30 18 in discrete magnitudes. For example, an electric field can be applied to small aperture 43a to

cause only the fluid flowing through aperture 43a to raise its viscosity. An electric field can also be

applied to large aperture 43d to raise the viscosity of the fluid only flowing through aperture 43d.

Since aperture 43d is larger than aperture 43a, more fluid can flow with the same electric tieJcl

applied, so dial die user will feel a lesser damping resistance when the electric field is applied to

35 aperture 43d. Various apertures 43a-d and various voltage levels can be used to greatly vary the

damping resistance to object 18.

20

25
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It should be noted that no external duels ur uiliei orifices arc required for the system 10" of

Figure 1c. However, electrorheological fluids can also he used in the embodiment of Figure lb

with ducts 31 and 33. Electrodes can be used within valve 22' or in pkee of valve 22' to* control

the viscosity of the fluid and thus control fluid flow.

In an alternate embodiment, the apertures 43a-d in piston 26* can be altered in size, for

example, by using valves similar to valve assembly 22 as described - above or other

electromechanical devices.

Figure 2 is an illustration of a transducer system 57 similar to the system 10 shown in

Figure la. System 57 includes a damper assembly 59, sensor 14, and user object IX, similar to

system 10. for interfacing with computer system 16. Sensor 14, computer system 16, and user

object 18 are substantially similar to the corresponding components of system 10 as described with

reference to Figure la.

Daiujxr assembly 59 includes a piston assembly 20 and a valve assembly 58. Piston

assembly 20 is substantially similar to the piston assembly described with reference to Figure la

and includes cylinder 24, piston 26, piston rod 28, and orifice 34 in cylinder 24. Object 18 is

coupled to piston 26 by piston rod 28 to provide a jangle linear degree of freedom to the object.

This degree of freedom is indicated by axis 36. Fluid 38 flows through orifice 34 and duct 40 of

cylinder 34 when piston 26 moves in the degree of freedom.

Valve assembly 58 includes valves 22a, 22b, and 22c. These valves axe coupled in o series

arrangement ?nrh that all three of the vaJves can be controlled to channel fluid 38 through a desired

port. In the described example, each valve 22a, 22b, and 22c is an on-off valve that guides fluid

38 to one of two ports. Valve 22a is coupled to duct 40 and cilher guides fluid 38 to open port 60
or to coupling port 62. Open port 60 provides an orifice of maximum sw. so fhnr it" the fluid is

guided through port 60, piston 26 moves freely with the least damping resistance. If open port 60
is not selected. Then coupling port 62 is selected, and fluid 38 is channeled to valve 22b,

Valve 22b is coupled to port 62 and guides fluid 38 either through restricted port 64 or to

coupling port 66. Valve 22b is only operative to adjust fluid flow if coupling port 62 of valve 22a

is selected. Restricted port 64 of valve 22b has a smaller, panially-closed orifice than the orifice of
port 60 so that the flow of fluid 38 through the port is more restricted that the flow through open

port 60. This provides a greater degree of damping resistance to die movement of piston 26 and
thus user object 18. If restricted port 64 is not selected, then coupling port 66 is selected, and fluid

38 is channeled to valve 22c.

Valve 22c is coupled to port 66 and guides fluid 38 either through restricted port 68 or

allows no fluid flow with closed port 70. Valve 22c is operative lo adjust fluid flow only if
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coupling port 62 of valve 22a is selected and coupling port 66 of valve 22b is selected. Restricted

port 68 has a partially closed orifice that has a smaller opening than restricted port to of valve 22b.

The flow of fluid 38 through purl 68 is thus restricted to a greater degree than the flow through

port 64, so that port 68 causes a greater degree of damping resistance than port 64 to the movement

uf piston 26 and user object 18. If closed port 70 is instead selected with valve 22c, then the flow

of fluid 3X is completely halted, providing the maximum damping resistance to the movement of

piston 26 and object 18. Ideally, piston 26 would not be able to move if closed port 70 were

selected; however, due to fluid leakages and fluid compression in the components of the system,

piston 26 may have a small (negligible) amounr of movement when closed port 70 is selected.

Computer system 16 is coupled to valves 22a, 22b. and 22c by buses 72. 74. and 76.

respectively. As described above with reference to Figure la, computer system 16 can provide

electrical signals to valves 22a, 22b, and 22c to control the selected ports of the valves.

Preferably, a solenoid for each valve is controlled by computer system 16 to switch between the

two ports of each valve. In other embodiments, additional valves can be coupled in series to the

closed port 70 of valve 22c, for example, to provide additional ports with different orifice sizes.

Fluid flow and thus the damping resistance to piston 26 can thus be controlled with greater

resolution. In still other embodiments, a servo valve (as described ahove) can be used for one or

more of valves 22a, 22b, and 22c to provide a variably-sized port orifice and thus a higher

resolution in adjusting the flow of fluid 38.

Figure 3a is an illustration of a transducer system 61 similar to the systems 10 and 57

shown in Figures la and 2, respectively. System 61 includes a damper assembly 63, sensor 14,

and user object 18 interfaced with computer system 16, similar to system 10. Sensor 14, computer
system 16, and user object 18 are substantially similar to the corresponding components nf system

10 as described with reference to Figure la.

Damper assembly 63 includes a pistoa assembly 20 and a valve assembly 80. Piston

assembly 20 is substantially similar to the piston assembly described with reference to Figures la

and 2 and includes cylinder 24, piston 26, piston rod 28, and orifice 34 in cylinder 24. Object 18

is coupled to piston 26 by piston rod 28 to provide a single linear degree of freedom to the object,

as indicated by axis 36. Fluid 38 flows through orifice 34 and duct 40 of cylinder 34 whea pisrnn

26 moves in the degree of freedom.

Valve assembly 80 includes valves 22a\ 22b', and 22c*. These valves arc coupled in a

parallel arrangement such that all three of the valves can be controlled to guide fluid 38 to a desired

port. This is in contrast to the series arrangement of valves shown in Figure 2.
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Id the described example, fluid 38 flows through duct 40 and through a junction 82.

Junction 82 is a thrcc-way junction in the described embodiment; generically. junction 82 can be an

n-way junction, where n is the number of valves being used in valve assembly 80. Junction 82

routes a portion of fluid 38 into through valves 22a*. 22b*. and 22c' UuuukIi corresponding

5 channels 84a. 84b, and 84c, respectively. The size of the portion of fluid 38 that flows through

each channel 82 is dependent on the amount of fluid flow allowed duough each valve, as described

below.

Valves 22a\ 22b\ and 22c' ore shown as on-off valves that guides fluid 38 to one of two

ports on earn valve. Valve 22a' is coupled to channel 84a and either guides fluid 38 to open port

10 86 or stops fluid flow with closed port 88. Open port 86 has an orifice of maximum Size so that if

the fluid is guided thr0U£h port 86, and the other valves 22b' and 22c 1

are closed, piston 26 moves

freely with the least damping resistance. Otherwise, if valve 22a* Is closed (i.e. closed port 88 is

selected), die fluid 38 docs not flow through valve 22a.'

Valve 22b' is coupled to channel 84b and either guides fluid 38 through restricted port 90

15 or stops fluid flow with closed port 92. Restricted port 90 has a partially-closed orifice, similar to

port 64 of Figure 2, which restricts fluid flow through valve 22b' to a greater extent than open port

86 restricts fluid flow through valve 22a". Thus, if fluid is guided through port 90, and valves

22a" and 22b* are closed, a greater damping resistance is generated on the movement of piston 26.

Otherwise, the fluid does not flow through valve 22b1

if closed port 92 is selected.

20 Valve 22c* is coupled to channel 84c and guides fluid 28 either through restricted port 94 or

stops fluid flow with closed port 96. Restricted port 94 has a partial-closed orifice that is smaller

than the orifice of restricted port 90 of valve 22b
1

. Thus, port 94 restricts the flow of fluid 38 to a

greater extent than port 90. When valves 22a' and 22b' are closed, port 94 creates a greater

damping resistance on the movement of pisrnn 7k. If closed port 96 of valve 22c* is selected, no

25 fluid flows Uirough valve 22c'.

Valves 22a\ 22b', and 22c* can be set to operate singly or in conjunction with all valves.

When operating singly, a selected valve can be opened while all other valves can be closed. This

causes all of the fluid 38 to be routed to the open valve only. Flour flow rates can he selected

using this method (where the selected port is fully open, restricted, more restricted, or closed).

30 Alternatively, one or more valves can be opened simultaneously to provide additional flow rates.

A total of civtfu different flow rates can thus be selected. For example, valves 22a' and 22b' can be

opened while valve. 22r.' is closed, causing a damping resistance to piston 26 liaviiiK a magnitude

between the magnitudes of resistance generated by open valve 22a* alone and open valve 22b*

alone.
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Comparer system 16 preferably controls valves 22a, 22b\ and 22c' similarly as described

with respect to Figure 2. Electrical signals can be output on buses 97, 98, and 99 to control valves

22a\ 22b\ and 22c*. respectively. Valves 22a\ 22b' and 22c* can each be controlled by a

solenoid that opens/closes the valve. Computer system 16 also receives an electrical sensor signal

S on bus 50 from sensor 14 to detect the position of object 14 in the provided degree of freedom.

In altemale embodiments, as described above, additional valves can be included in valve

assembly 80, where a junction having the appropriate number uf channels is provided. Also, the

series aiiangemcnt of valves in Figure 2 and the parallel arrangement of valves in Figure' 3a can be

combinwi into a single embodiment for a greater variety of selectable flow rates. In addition, one

10 or more of valves 22a\ 22b' and 22c' can be implemented as servo valves that respond to an

analog voltage and vary the size of orifices of the valves with a much higher resolution.

Figure 3b is a schematic illustration of an alternate embodiment 61' of the transducer

systems 10' and 61 shown in Figures lb and 3a. System 61' is a closed loop system and includes

a damper assembly 63', sensor 14, and user object 18 for interfacing with computer system 16.

IS Sensor 14., computer system 16, and user object 18 are substantially similar to the corresponding

components of system 61 as described with reference to Figures la and 3a.

Damper assembly 63' includes a piston assembly 20' and a valve assembly X(>\ Piston

assembly 20' includes cylinder 24'. piston 26, piston rod 28a, piston rod 28b, orifice 27, and

orifice 29. The piston 26 and piston rods 28a and 28b operate substantially the same as described

20 with reference to Figures la and lb and include seals 41 to prevent fluid leakages through

apertures 32a and 32b. Like transducer sysrem MY of Figure lb. cylinder 24' includes two

orifices 27 and 29 instead of a single orifice. Orifice 27 leads to duct 31*, which extends from

cylinder 24' to valve assembly 80'. which Includes valves 37a, 37b, and 37c. Duct 31' is an n-

way junction that is preferably coupled to a first port of n valves 37a, 37 h, and 37c. Similarly.

25 orifice 29 leads to duct 33\ wliich extends from cylinder 24' to the second port of valves 37a,

37b, and 37c. Orifices 27 and 29 are arranged such that one of the orifices is near one end of

cylinder 24', and the other orifice is positioned near the opposite end of the cylinder, as described

with reference to Figure ib.

Damper assembly 12* functions as a closed loop system as in Figure lb. When piston 26

30 is moved by the user in a direction indicated by arrow 35, fluid 39 can flow from the interior of

cylinder 24' at the "front" of the cylinder, through orifice 27, through valves 37a f 37b, and/or 37c

(if the particular valve is open), and into cylinder 24' through orifice 29. Likewise, when piston

26 is moved in a direction opposite to that of arrow 35, fluid 39 moves from the interior of cylinder

24'. through orifice 29. through valves 37a. 37b. and 37c, through orifice 27, and back into the
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cylinder 24\ As described with reference to Figure lb. the closed loop system of Figure 3b is

most suitable for damping systems using fluids other than air.

Valves 37a, 37b and 37c of valve assembly 80' can be controlled by computer system 16 to

alter the amount of fluid flowing through each of the valve*. Computer system 16 can send signals

5 over buses 97, 98, and 99, to adjust the size of an orifice in valves '47a, 37b, and 37c,

respectively. Tn an embodiment where the valves are on-off valves, each valve 37a, 37b, and 37c

can be provided with a differently-sized orifice. The amount of fluid flow can thus be controlled

similarly as described widi reference Figure 3a by opening valves 37a, 37b, and 37c singly or in

conjunction to provide eight different possible flow rates. In other embodiment*, seiyo valves can

10 be used as described above to provide a much greater selection of flow rates. In yet other

embodiments, more valves 37 can be added to provide additional flow rates.

In an alternate embodiment a electrological fluid 39* as described with reference to Figure

lc can be provided within cylinder 24\ Electrodes can be included in. valves 37fl-c (or in place of

valves 37a-c) to allow computer system 16 to control the viscosity of the fluid 39 !

and thus the

1 5 damping resistance to the movement of object 1 8.

Figure 4a is a schematic illustration of an interface system 100 in which two degrees of

freedom axe provided to user object 18. Two transducer systems 10a and 10b as shown in Figure

la are included to provide two linear degrees of freedom to the object. Transducer system 10a

includes a damper assembly 12a and o sensor 14a, and transducer system 10b includes a damper

20 assembly 12b and a sensor 14b. A computer system 16 (not shown) is preferably coupled to the

transducer systems 10a and 10b as shown in Figure la.

As in Figure la, each damper assembly 12a and 1 2b preferably includes a piston assembly

20a and 20b and a valve 22a and 22b. Piston assemblies 12a and 12b and sensors 14a and Mb are

grounded. A pisron 2to and 26b moves along a linear degree of freedom. Indicated by arrows 36

25 and 37, respectively, within cylinders 24a and 24b, respectively. Valves 22a and 22b arc

preferably controlled by computer system 16 to change the damping resistance to the motion of

piston 26a and 26b, respectively.

A first end of piston rod 28a is coupled to piston 26a, and a second enri of piston rod 28a is

coupled to a first cud ufjoint member 101a. A rotary joint 102a couples the piston rod 28a to joint

30 member 101a that allows joint member 101a to route about floating axis Zj, as described below.

A second end ofjoint member 101a is rotatably coupled to a second end ofjoint member 101b by a

rotary joint 103. User object 18 is preferably coupled to joint member 101b (or 101a).

Piston assembly 20b has equivalent components to piston assembly 20a. Piston 26b is

coupled to piston rod 28b, which is rotatably coupled to a first end of joinr memter 101 h hy a
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rotary joint 102b. Joint member 101b can thus rotate about floating axis Z2. The second end of

joint member 101b is rotatably coupled to the second cud of joint member 101a by a rotary joint

103, which provides an axis ot rotation Z3.

Object 18 con be moved by a user along linear axis 36 or linear axis 37. When object 18 Is

5 moved along axis 36 toward or away from valve 22a, then piston 26a, piston rod 28a, and joint

member 101a are. correspondingly moved toward or away from valve 22a and retain the same

relative position as shown in Figure 4a. However, joint member 101b rotates about floating axis

Z2 and floating axis Z3 in accordance with the movement of joint member 101a. Likewise, when

object 18 is moved along axis 37 toward or away from valve 22b F
then piston 26h. piston rod 28b,

H) and joint member 101b are correspondingly moved toward or away from valve 22b and retain the

positions as shown in Figure 4a. Joint member 101a rotates about Hoaxing axes Zi and Z3 in

accordance with die movement of joint member 101b. When object 18 is moved simultaneously

along both axis 3ft and 37 (e.g., object 18 is moved diagonally), ihen both joint members 101a and

101b rotate about their respective axes.

15 Figure 4b is a perspective view of the interface system 100 of Figure 4a. Piston rods 28a

and 28b and joint members 101a and 101b are preferably rectilinear member* dial may be rotatably

coupled to each other at flat surfaces of the members with rotary couplings or hinges 102a, 102h,

and 103. In the described embodiment, one joint member 101a is coupled under piston rod 28a

and the other.joint member 101b is coupled over piston rod 28b. Alternatively, the piston rods and

20 joint members can be coupled together in many different configurations. Object 18 can be many

types ot objects, and is shown as a joystick in Figure 4b that is coupled to juiiit member 101b.

Sensors 14a and 14b are preferably coupled to joint members lOlaand 101b, respectively, but are

not shown in Figure 4b.

Figure 5a Is a schematic diagram of an alternate embodiment 100* of the interface system

25 100 shown in Figure 4a using transducer system .10 of Kigure la. In Figure 5a. two transducer

systems 10a and 10b as shown in Figure la arc included to provide two linear degrees of freedom

to object 18. Transducer system 10a includes a damper assembly 12a and a sensor 14a, and

transducer system 10b includes a damper assembly 12b and a sensor 14b. A computer system 16

(not shown) is preferably coupled to the transducer systems 10a and 10b as shown in Figure la.

30 As in Figure 4a. each damper assembly 12a and 12b of Figure 5a preferably includes a

piston assembly 20a and 20b and a valve 22a and 22b. Piston assemblies 12a and 12b and. sensors

14a and 14b are grounded. A piston 26a and 26b moves along a linear degree of freedom,

indicated by arrows 36 and 37, respectively, within cylinders 24a and 24b, respectively. Valves

22a and 22b arc preferably controlled by computer sy6tem 16 to change the damping resistance, to

35 the motion of piston 26a and 26b, respectively.
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Piston rod 104a is a flexible member, preferably made of a resilient material such as

flexible plastic, rubber, metal, or the like. As shown below in Figure 5d. piston rods 104a and

1 04b are preferably narrow in die dimension that the rod is to flex, and wide in the dimensions in

which the rod is to remain rigid. A rigid member 107a couples piston rod 104a to piston 26a.

Rigid member 107a provide* a rigid surface to couple sliding member 46a of sensor 14a to the

piston 26a. In other embodiments, sensor 14a can be placed in other positions widiout having to

use sliding member 46a (such as inside cylinder 24a), thus permitting rigid member 107a to have a

shorter length. Piston rod 104a is rigidly coupled to an object member 105 at the other end of the

piston rod. Member 10S can be a part of object 18 or a platform or other base for supporting

object 18.

Damper assembly 12b is coupled to object 18 in a similar manner. Flexible piston rod

104b is coupled to piston 26b by rigid member 107b. and sliding member 46b of sensor 14b is

coupled to rigid member I07b. Flexible piston rod 28b is coupled to object member 105 at. its

othftr end.

Object 18 can be moved by a user along linear axis 36 or linear axis 37. Piston rods 28a

and 28b flex appropriately as the object is moved, as shown beJow in higures 5b and 5c.

Figure 5b shows the movement of object 18 in a single linear degree of freedom using

interface system 100'. Object 18 and member 105 are moved in the direction of arrow 93. Piston

rod 104b does not flex since the direction of movement is directed down (substantially parallel iu)

the longitudinal axis of the piston rod. However, since piston assembly 20a is grounded and fixed

in place, piston rod 28a bends as shown in Figure 5b. Tiiis occurs when the direction of

movement of object 18 is substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal avis of piston rod 28a. i.e.

when object 18 is moved in the linear degree of freedom indicated by arrow 37 in Figure 5a.

Figure 5c shows (lie movement of object 18 in the other linear degree of freedom using

interface system 100'. Object 18 and member 105 are moved in the direction Of arrow 95.

Similarly as described in Figure 5b, piston rod 104a does not flex since the direction of movement

is directed substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of piston rod 104a. Piston rod 28a,

however, bends as shown when the direction of movement of object 18 is substantially

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of piston rod 28b, i.e. when object 18 is moved in the linear

degree of freedom indicated by arrow 36 in Figure. 5a.

When object 18 is moved simultaneously along both ark 3fi and 37 (e.g. t object 18 is

muved diagonally, then both piston rods 28a and 28b flex in conjunction with the movement.

Figure 5d is a pcispcctivc view of the interface system 100' of Figure 5q. Piston rods 28a

and 2Kb and rigid members 107a and 107b can be rectilinear members or have cross sections of
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other shape.*. Preferably, piston rods 104a and 104b are nairow in the dimension in which the rod

is to flex when object 18 is moved, and wide in the dimensions in which the rod is to remain rigid.

For example, piston rod 104a has a relatively small width in the dimension of axis 37, since rod

l(Ma flexes in that dimension. Correspondingly, rod 104a ha* a realtively large width in the

5 dimension of axis 36 and in the dimension of axis Z, since rod 104a preferably does not flex in

those dimensions. Piston mds 1 04a and 104bb are rigidly coupled to member 105 ai one end.

Object 18 is shown as a joystick in Figure 5d that is coupled to object member 105. Sensors 14a

and 14b are preferably coupled' to rigid members 107a and 107b, respectively, but are not shown
in Figure 5d.

10 Figure 5e is a perspective view of interface system 100' of Figure. 5a in which a stylus-

receiving user object 18 is provided. The interface system of Figure 5c functions as described with

reference to Figures 5a-5d. However, user object 18 is implemented as a stylus-receiving object

ill, which is preferably a flat, small object that includes a stylus aperture 111a. As shown in

Figure 5f, a stylus 1 15 or a similar pointed article can be inserted into aperrure 1 1 la by a user. The

15 user can then move the stylus 115 along a provided degree of freedom indicated by arrows 1 19,

which causes object 11 1 to accordingly move in the same direction. Alternatively, stylus 1 15 eau

be permanently coupled to object 111,

The embodiment of Figure 5e can be used in a writing interface where, the user uses tte

interface to write words input to a computer system, or in a pointing interface to direct and move
computer-implemented objects. The object 1 1 1 alone can be considered the "user object" 18 in this

embodiment. Alternatively, both stylus 115 and object 111 can collectively be considered user

object 18, particularly in embodiments where stylus 115 is permanently fixed to object 1 1 1.

Figure 5g is a perspective view of Interface system 100' of Figure 5a In which a finger-

receiving user object lg is provided. The interface system of Figure 5g functions as described

with reference to Figures 5a-5d. In this embodiment, user object IS is implemented as a fuigcr-

receiving object 113, which includes a divot 1 13a. As shown in Figure 5h, ft user may insert his

or her finger into divot 1 13a and thereby move object 1 13 in the provided degrocs of freedom as

indicated by arrows 119. Divot 1 13a allows the user s finger to cling to the object 1 13 when the

user s finger is moved. In other embodiments, features other than or in addition to divot 1 13a can

be provided on finKcr-receivin^ object 113 to allow the user's finger to cling to the object- For
example, one or more bumps, apertures, or other projections can be. provided. Also, other digits

or appendages of the user can be received, such as a user's entire hand, foot, etc. The interface of

Figure 5g can be used to allow the user to move, point to. or otherwise manipulate computer
generated objects in an easy, natural fashion.
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Figure 6a is a schematic illustration of a transducer system 106 sensing a rotary degree of

freedom of an object and providing a passive damping resistance to the motion Of the object. As

shown in Figure 4a. interface system 106 is applied to a mechanism having one degree of freedom,

03 shown by arrows 107. Embodiments in which system 106 is applied to systems having

5 additional degrees of freedom are described subsequently. Transducer 6y6tem 106 includes a

passive damper assembly 108, ft sensor 1 10, and an optional play mechanism 114. A computer

system (not shown) is preferably coupled to the transducer system 106 similar to the. embodiments

shown in Figures 1-3.

Damper assftmhly 108 transmits a resistive force (i.c, drag) to an object 18 and includes a

10 piston assembly 116, a valve 118, and a rotating member 120. Pisron assembly 1 16 includes a

cylinder 122. a piston 124, and a piston rod 126. Piston 124 moves along a linear degree of

freedom within an interior of cylinder 122, as indicated hy axis 128. Cylinder 122 is grounded,

as shown by symbol 123. A fluid flows through on orifice 130 at the far end of cylinder 122 when

piston 124 is moved within the cylinder Valve 118 controls the fluid fluw by selecting one of

15 multiple ports 132 which provide orifice openings of varying widths. The movement of piston

124 can thus be influenced by a damping resistance related to the amount of fluid flow allowed

through valve 118. Additional valves can be coupled to valve 1 18 in series or in parallel, as

described above, to provide additional amounts of damping resistance to the movement of piston

124. Pisron assembly 1 16 and valve 1 18 can thus be Implemented as described above iu any of the

20 previous embodiments of Figures la, lb, 2, 3a, or 3b. In addition, piston assembly 116 can he

implemented using electrorheological fluids as described above with reference to Figure lc.

Rotating member 120 is coupled to piston 124 by piston rod 126. In the described

embodiment, piston rod 126 is coupled to piston 17.4 hy a hall joint 134 at one end of the piston

rod. Similarly, piston rod 126 is coupled to rotating member 120 by another ball joint 136 at the

25 other end of the piston rorl. The ball joints 134 and 136 allows the piston rod to move ai an angle

with respect to the surfaces to which it is attached, thus permitting rotational movement of rotating

member 120 to be converted into the linear movement of piston 124
f as demonstrated in Figure 4b.

Other types of connections can also be provided to rotalably connect fhf» piston to the mtatable

member, as is well known to those skilled in the art.

30 Rotating member 120 is rigidly coupled to a main shaft 140 which extends from rotating

member 120 to sensor 1 10. Rotating member 12U and main shaft 140 can be rotaied about an axis

A. Damper assembly 108 provides a rotational damping resistance or frictional force (i.e. drag) on

main shaft 140 in the provided rotary degree of freedom, shown by arrows 107. Damper

assembly 108 is thus passive and cannot provide an active force to shaft 140 (i.e., damper

33 assembly 108 cannot input energy into the system lu cau»e shaft 140 to rotate). Thus, an external
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rorarional force, such as a force generated by a user, is applied to shaft 140. and passive damper

assembly 108 provides a damping resistance to that external rotational force.

Sensor 110 is preferably rigidly coupled to shaft 114 and senses bi-directional rotary

motion of main shaft 114 about axis A. Sensor 110 preferably provides a electrical signal

indicating the rotational position of shaft 1 14 and is preferably grounded as indicated by symbol

142. In the described embodiment, sensor 110 is a digital optical encoder which provide signals to

measure the. angular rotation of a shaft of the sensor. In alternate embodiments, sensor 1 10 can be

separated from object 18 and shaft 114. For example, a sensor having an emitter and detector of

electromagnetic energy might be disconnected from the rest of transducer system 106 yet be able to

detect the rotational position of object 18 using a beam of electromagnetic energy, such as infrared

light. Similarly, a magnetic sensor could detect the position uf object 18 while being uncoupled to

shaft 1 14 or object 18. The operation of such sensors are well-known to those skilled in the art. A
suitable sensor for the transducer system 106 is optical encoder model EZ marketed by ILS.

Digital of Vancouver. Washington.

Sensor 1 10 has a sensing resolution, which is the smallest change in rotational position of

coupling shaft 1 14 that the sensor can detect. For example, an optical encoder of the described

embodiment may be able to detect on. the order of about 3600 equally-spaced "pulses" (described

below) per revolution of shaft 114, which is about 10 detected pulses per degree of rotational

movement. Thus, the sensing resolution of this sensor is about 1/10 degree in this example. In an

alternate embodiment described below, it is desired to detect the desired play between damper

assembly 108 and object 18, and this desired play should not be less than the sensing resolution of

sensor 1 10 (e.g., 1/10 degree). Preferably, the desired play between damper and object would be

at least 1/5 degree in this example, since the encoder could then detect two pulses of movement,

wldch wuuld piuvidc a mure lettable lucosuicmcni and allow die diicctiuu of die movement to be

more easily determined.

Object 18 is rigidly coupled ro main shaft 114. Objerj 18 can rate a variery of forms, as

described in previous embodiments, and can be direcdy coupled to main shaft 1 14 or can be

coupled through other intermediate members to shaft 114. As object 18 is rotated about axis A.

shaft 1 14 is also rotated about axis A and sensor 110 detects the magnitude and direction of the

rotation of object 18.

In an alternate embodiment, a coupling 114 fur buvdudns a desired amuul of "play
11

can

be. included in interface 106. preferably positioned between the sensor 110 and the damper

assembly 108. In this embodiment, main shaft 140 extends from sensor 1 10 to coupling 1 14, and

a separate damper shaft 144 extends from coupling 1 14 to rotating member 120. Coupling 1 14 is

rigidly coupled to main shaft 140 and non-rigidly coupled to damper shaft 144. Coupling 1 14 can
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be considered to be part of damper assembly 108 (i.e.. a "braking mechanism")- Rotating member

120 is rigidly coupled to damper shaft H4.

Coupling 1 14 is not rigidly coupled to damper shaft 144 and thus allows an amount

(magnitude) of "play" between damper shaft 144 and coupling 114. The term "play," as used

5 herein, refers to on amount of free movement or "looseness" between a transducer and the object

transduced, so that, for instance, the object can be moved a short distance by externally-applied

forces without being affected by forces applied to the object by a damper. In the preferred

embodiment, the user can move object 18 a short distance without fighting the drag induced by

passive damper assembly 108. For example, damper assembly 108 can apply a damping

10 resistance to damper shaft 144 so that damper shaft 144 is locked in place, even when force is

applied to the shaft Coupling 114 and main shaft 140, however, can still be freely rotated by an

additional distance in either rotational direction due to the. play between coupling 1 14 and shaft

144. This play is intentional in litis embodiment for purposes that will be described below, and is

thus referred to as a "desired" amount of play. Once coupling 114 is rotated to the limit of the

15 allowed play, it cither forces shaft 144 to rotate with it further; or, if damper assembly 108 is

holding (i.e.. locking) shaft 144. the coupling cannot be further rotated in dial rotational direction.

The amount of desired play between damper assembly 108 and object IK greatly depends on the

resolution of the sensor 1 10 being used, and is described in greater detail below. Examples of

types of play include rotary backlash, such as occurs in gear systems as described in the above

20 embodiments', and compliance or torsion flex, which can occur with flexible, rotational and non-

rotational members. An embodiment including backlash is described in greater detail below with

reference to Figure 4c. Coupling 114 and/or shaft 144 can be considered a "play mechanism" for

providing die desired play between damper assembly 108 and object 18. . Object 18 can also be

coupled direr.My to coupling 1 14. Alternatively, sensor 110 can be positioned between coupling

25 114 and object 18 on main shaft 140. Shaft 140 would extend through sensor 110 and can be

rigidly coupled to object 1 8 at the end of the shaft.

In this alternate embodiment including coupling 114, sensor 110 should be us ri&idly

coupled to main shaft HO as possible so that the sensor can delect the desired play between shaft

144 and object 18. Any play between sensor 1 10 and object 18 should be minimi^ so that such

30 play does not adversely affect the sensor's measurements, "lypically, any inherent play between

sensor 110 and object 18 should be less than the sensing resolution of the sensor, and preferably at

least an order ot magnimrie less than the sensing resolution. Thus, in the example above, the play

between censor and object should be less than 1/10 degree and preferably, less than 1/100 degree.

Use of steel or other rigid materials for shaft 1 14 and other components, which is preferred, can

35 allow the play between sensor 1 10 and object 18 to be made practically negligible for purposes of

the present invention. As referred to herein, a sensor that is "rigidly" coupled to a member has a
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play less than the sensing resolution of the sensor (preferably a negligible amount). The play

between Uampei assembly 108 and object 18 is described in greater detail below. A suitable

encoder ro he used tor sensor 1 10 is the "Softpot" from U.S. Digital uf Vancouver, Washington.

As stated above, coupling 1 14 is suited for mechanical systems that include the low-cost

5 damper assembly 108. If o controlling computer system, such as computer system 16, is to

provide force feedback to object 18 being held and moved by a user, the computer system should

be able to detect the direction that the user is moving the object even when the damper assembly Is

applying maximum furue lu the object to lock the object in place. However, when using pneumatic

passive dampers of the present invention which do not inherently allow a measurable amount of

10 play, such detection is difficult. The pneumatic dampers of Figure 4a provide a resistive force or

friction to motion in both rotational directions about axis A (iic, bi-directional resistance). Thus,

when force from a damper prevents movement of an object in one direction, it also prevents

movement in the opposite direction. This typically docs not allow the sensors to transduce

movement of the object in the opposite direction, unless the user overpowers the damper by

15 providing a greater force than the damper's resistive force. This also applies to the linear

movement as shown with respect to Figures 1-3. i.e.. linear play can be implemented instead of

rotary play. Compliance or backlash can be implemented between linearly moving (i.e.,

translatable) components. For example, sensor 14 can be rigidly coupled to object 18 as shown in

Figure la, but the connection between piston 26 and object IK can include an amount of play

20 provided by a small spring, flexible member, etc. Or, a small amount of space can be provided

between interlocked translatable components to provide play In accordance with the present

invention.

For example, object 18 may be a one-degree-of-freedom joystick used for moving a video

cursor .that moves in the direction Indicated by the joystick on a video screen. The user moves the

25 cursor into a virtual (computer generated) "wall", which blocks The motion of the cursor in one

direction. The cuntrulling computer system also applies force feedback to the joystick by closing

valve 118 to prevent the user from moving the joystick in the direction of the wall, thus simulating

the surface of the wall. If sensor 110 is rigidly coupled to damper shaft 1 14, a problem occurs if

the user wishes to move the joystick in the opposite direction to die wall. Since the damper has

30 locked the joystick in both directions, the computer cannot detect when the user switches the

joystick's direction unless the user overpowers the damper. Thus, to the user, the cursor feels like

it is "stuck" to the wall.

Applicant's introduced ("desired") play between object 1 8 and damper assembly 108 solves

lliis prublem effectively and inexpensively. The play allows the joystick or other connected object

35 rn be moved slightly in the opposite direction even when the damper applies uuuituuiu lcabtancc to

the joystick's movement. The sensor, being rigidly attached to the joystick, is not locked by the

WO 96/42078
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damper and detects the change in direction- The sensor relays the movement to the computer,

which opens valve 1 18 to allow thejoystick to he moved freely in the opposite direction. Thus the

play mechanism allows "uni-dircctionaT resistance to be simulated on the user object. If the user

should move the cursor into the wall again, the valve would be again be similarly closed. A
5 method for controlling damper assembly 108 to provide such uni- directional resistance is described

with reference to Figure 16.

In many embodiments of the present Invention, such desired play may not be necessary.

For example, when using pneumatic piston assemblies, there is typically an amount of play that

inherently exists when the valve is closed U> due ws leakages in die piston cylinder and die

10 compressibility of air. Thus, the piston will be able to be moved a small amount when maximum

damping resistance is applied. The sensor 14 or 1 10 can be rigidly coupled to the object to detect

this play movement. This type and similar types of damper assemblies thus may not need coupling

1 14 and damper shaft 144 to provide the desired play and uni -directional resistance.

Other devices or mechanisms besides the use of play can be used in other embodiments to

15 detect the direction of motion of object 18 while passive dampers are holding (he object in place.

For example, force sensors can be coupled to the object to measure the force applied to the object

by the user along* desired degrees of freedom. A force sensor can detect if a use* is applying a

force, tor example, towards the virnia) wall or away from the virtual wall, and the computer can

activate or deactivate the passive dampers accordingly. Deliberately-introduced play between

20 object and damper is thus not required in such an embodiment. However, such force sensors can

be expensive and bulky, adding to the cost and size of the interface mechanism.

Figure 6b is a schematic diagram of transducer system 106. Object 18 has been moved by

the user about <uu$ A in die diirciioii indicated by arrow 146. Accordingly, shaft 140 and dius

mraring member 120 rotate in the same direction, as indicated by arrow 148. This causes piston

25 124 to move in the direction of arrow 150. As shown in Figure 6b, bail joints 134 and 136 allow

piston rod 126 to follow the rotational movement of rotating member 120 and cause the linear

movement of pieton 124 without any stress or bending of the piston rod.

Figure 6c is a side sectional view of damper shaft 144 and coupling 1 14 taken along line

6c-6c of Figure 6a as used in the alternate embodiment in which a desired amount of play is

30 provided berween damper assembly 108 and object 18. In this described embodiment, rotary

backlash is used to provide play between damper assembly 108 and coupling 114. In alternate

embodiments, backlash can be provided between damper 108 and coupling 1 14 using different

components, such as gears, pulleys, etc. Damper shaft 144 is keyed and is rigidly coupled to

damper assembly 108 (rotating member 120). Keyed shaft 144 mates with keyed coupling 114.

£5 The cross-sectional diameter of keyed damper shaft 144 is preferably smaller than bore 152 of
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coupling 1J4. to provide the desired backlash. Keyed shaft 144 extends into keyed bore 152 of

coupling 114. In Figure 6c, gap 154 is provided around the entire perimeter of shaft 144. In

alternate embodiments, gap 154 can be provided only between the sides of the keyed portion 156

of shaft 144, as described with reference to Figure 6c.

Figure 6d is a side sectional view of keyed damper shaft 144 and coupling 1 14 taken along

line 6d-6d of Figure 6c. Keyed shaft 144 is shown partially extending into roupling 114. As
shown in Figure (Sr.. small gap 154 is preferably provided between coupling 1 14 and shaft 144.

When shaft 144 is rotated, coupling 1 14 is also rotated after the keyed portion of shaft 144 engages

the keyed portion of bore 152, as described with reference to Figure 6e. Main shaft 140 rotates as

coupling 1 14 rotates, since it is rigidly attached.

Figure 6e is a detailed view of Figure 6c showing the keyed portions of shaft 144 and bore

152. Extcudcd keyed portion 156 of shaft 152 protrudes into receiving keyed portion 158 of bore

152. In alternate embodiments, an extended keyed portion of coupling 114 can prutrude into a

receiving keyed portion of shaft 144. Gap 154 has a width d which determines how much desired

backlash (play) is introduced between damper assembly 108 and object 18. (Additional

unintentional backlash or other inherent play can exist between the components of the system due
to compliance of the shafts, etc.) In the described embodiment, in which sensor 1 10 has a sensing

resolution of about 1/10 degree, d is preferably about 1/1000 inch. Note that the distance d can

widely vary in alternate embodiments. The chosen distance d is preferably made small enough to

prevent the user from feeling the backlash that exists in the system when handling object 18 and yet

is large enough for the sensor to detect the play (i.e., greater than the sensing resolution of sensor

110) to allow the sensor to inform the computer the direction that the user is moving object 18.

Thus, the distance d is highly dependent on the sensing resolution of scusor 1 10. For example, if

a sensing resolution of 1/100 degree Is available, the distance d can be much smaller. The amount
of backlash that a user can typically feel can depend on the size and shape of object 18; however,

the backlash described above is not dotectable by a user for the majority of possible objects. In

other embodiments, it may he desirable to allow the user to feel the backlash or other play in the

system, and thus a greater distance d can be implemented.

In the preferred embodiment, distance d allows rotational movement of coupling 1 14 ar

least equal to die sensing resolution of sensor 1 10 in either direction, thus allowing a total backlash

of distance of 2d between surfaces 162 and 164 of coupling 1 14. Alternatively, z . tal backlash of

distance d between surfaces 162 and 164 can be Implemented (half of the shown distance). In

such an embodiment, however, sensor 110 would only be able to detect movement from one limit

of the backlash to the other limit, and, for example, movement of coupling 114 from a center

position (as shuwn in Figure 6c) would not be detected.
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In the described embodiment, digital encoder sensors 110 arc used, in which rotational

movement is detected using a number of divisions on a wheel that are rotated past fixed sensors, as

is well fcnown to those skilled in the art. Each division causes a "pulse,", and the pulses ore

counted to determine the amount (magnitude) of movement. Distance d can be made as large or

larger than the sensing resolution of the encoder so that the magnimrte and direction of the

movement within gap 154 con be detected. Alternatively, the resolution of the sensor can be made

>rxeat enough (i.e„ the distance between divisions should be small enough, in a digital enender) to

detect movement within gap 154. For example, two or more pulses should be able to be detected

within distance d to determine the direction of movement of object IS and coupling 1 14 using a

digital encoder or the like..

When coupling 114 is initially rotated from the position shown in Figure 6e in a direction

indicated by arrow 160 (counterclockwise in Figure 6c) as the user moves object 18, the coupling

freely rotates. Coupling 1 14 can no longer be rotated when the inner surface 162 of keyed portion

158 engages surface 166 of keyed portion 156. Thereafter, external force (such as from the user)

in the same direction will cause either both coupling 114 and shaft 144 to rotate in the same

direction, or the external three will be prevented if damper assembly 108 is locking shaft 144 in

place with high resistive force to prevent any rotational movement of shaft 144.

If the user suddenly moves object 18 in the opposite rotational direction after surface 162

has engaged surface 166. coupling 1 14 can again he. rotated freely within gap 154 until surface 164

of bore 152 engages surface 168 of shaft 144, at which point both shaft and coupling arc rotated

(or no rotauon is allowed, as described above). It is the magnitude and direction of the movement

between the engagement of the surfaces of keyed portions 156 and 158 which can be detected by

sensor 110, since sensor 110 is rigidly coupled to coupling 114. Sensor 110 can relay the

direction which coupling 1 14 (and thus object 18) is moving to the controlling computer, and the

computer can deactivate or activate damper assembly 108 accordingly. Even if object 18 is held in

place by Juniper assembly 108. as when moving into a virtual "wall", the computer can detect the.

backlash movement of object 18 if the user changes the direction of the object and can remove the

damper resistance accordingly. It should be noted dial computer 16 should preferably deactivate

the passive damper (e.g., open valve 1 IX) before surface 164 engages surface 168 so that the user

will not feel any resistance to movement in the opposite direction.

Instead of implementing play as rotary backlash, as described above, torsiou lie* ur

compliance can be provided in the shafts to provide the desired amount nf pipy, a flexible,

coupling 114 can take many possible forms, as is well known to those skilled in the art. The

flexible coupling can allow main shaft 140 lu rotate independently of damper shaft 144 for a small

distance, then force damper shaft 144 to rotate in the same direction as coupling shaft 140.

Compliance or flex can be provided with spring members and the like. However, fluid resistance
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devices such as pneumatic piston/cylinders may include on amount of inherent compliance, so that

a flexible coupling may not be needed.

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram uf an alternate embodiment 106* of transducer system 1 06.

Embodiment lOfi' is similar to system 106 except for the placement of the damper assembly 108.

Object 18 is coupled to main shaft 140, which rotates about axis A. Sensor 1 10 is rigidly coupled

to main shaft 140 and operates as described with respect to Figure 6a. Opposite coupling 170 is

provided at the end of main shaft 140 opposite to sensor 110 to provide support

Damper assembly 108 is substantially similar to the damper assembly shown in Figure 6a,

and includes a piston assembly 116 and a valve 118. Piston assembly 116 includes a piston

cylinder 122, a piston 124, and a piston rod 126 coupled to piston 124 at one end. However,

instead of coupling the other end of piston rod 126 to a rotating member 120. the md end is

coupled to object 18 with a hall joint 172 similar to the bail joint 134 shown in Figure 6a. When
object 18 is rotated about axis A, as shown by arrows 107, piston rod 126 and piston 124 arc also

moved in a linear direction along axis 128. The fluid flow through orifice 130 and valve 118 is

controlled similarly as described with reference to Figures la and 6a to cause a damping resistance

to the motion of object 18.

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of a preferred interface system 180 in accordance with the

present invention thar provides two or three degrees of freedom to user object 18 and mechanical

input and output System 180 includes a gimbal mechanism 182, optional linear axis member 1 84,

transducer systems 106a and iOrtb, and user object 18.

Gimbal mechanism 182, in the. described embodiment, provides support for system 180 on

a grounded surface 186 (schematically shown as part of member 188). Gimbal mechanism 182 is

preferably a five-member linkage that includes a ground member 188, extension members 190a

and .190b. and central members 192a and 192b. Ground member 188 is coupled to a base or

surface which provides stability for system 180. Ground member 188 is shown in Figure 8 as two

separate members coupled together through grounded surface 186. The members of gimbal

mechanism 182 are rotatably coupled to one another through the use of bearings or pivots, wherein

extension member 190a is rotatably coupled to ground member 1 XS and can rotate about an axis B

,

central member 192a is rotatably coupled to extension member 190a and can rotate about a floating

axis D, extension member 190b is ivialably coupled to ground member 188 and ran rotate about

axis C, central member 192b is rotatably coupled to extension member 190b and con rotate about

floating axis E, and central member 192a is rotatably coupled tu central member 192b ai a center

point P at the intersection of axes D and E. The axes D and K are "floating*
1

in the sense that they

are not fixed in one position as are axes B and C. Axes B and C are substantially mutually

perpendicular. As used herein, "substantially perpendicular" will mean that two objects or axis am
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exactly or almost perpendicular, i.e. at least within five degrees or ten degrees of perpendicular, or
more preferably within less than one degree of perpendicular. Similarly, me term "substantially

parallel" will mean that two objects or axis are exactly or almost parallel, Le. are at least within five

or ten degrees of parallel, and are preferably within less than one degree of parallel.

5 Gimbal mechanism 182 is formed as a five member closed chain. Each end of one member
is coupled to the end of a another member. The five-member linkage is arranged such that

extension member 190a, central member 192a, and central member 192b can be rotated about axis
D in a first degree of freedom. The linkage Is also arranged such that extension member 190b,
central member 192b, and central member 192a can be rotated about axis B in a second degree of

10 freedom.

Also preferably coupled to gimbal mechanism 182 arc transducer systems 106a and 106b
foj transducing rotary degrees of freedom, including sensors and dampers as described in Figure
6a. Such transducer systems are preferably coupled at the link points between members of the
apparatus and provide input to and output from an electrical system, such as computer system 16.

Transducer systems 106a and 106b preferably include damper assemblies 108a and 108b and
sensors 110a and 110b. respectively. Damper assemblies 108a and 108b inclurte piston
assemblies 116a and 116b. respectively, and valves 118a and 118b, respectively. Piston
assemblies 116a and 116b each include a cylinder 122, a piston 124, a piston rod 126. and a
rotatable member 120, as described with reference to Figure 6a. ftroimd member 123 of the piston
assemblies can be. the same as ground member 188, or a different ground member. A computer
system 16 (not shown) is preferably electrically connected to sensors 1 10 and valves 1 18 to control
the sensors and dampers with electrical signals, as described in the above transducer embodiments.

As described above in Figure 6a. damper assemblies 108a and 108b are passive dampers
that provide damping resistance to the motion of object 18 in a degree of freedom and sense the
position of object 18 in that degree or freedom. . Transducer system 106a transduces the motion of
object 18 in the rotary degree of freedom about axis B (and/or floating axis E). and transducer
system 106b transduces the motion of object 18 in the rotary degree of freedom about axis C
(and/or floating axis Dj.

User object 18 is coupled to interface system 180. Object 18 can be coupled to central
member 192a or 192b, for example, at intersection point P. Object 18 Is preferably an interface
object for a user to grasp or otherwise manipulate m three, dimensional (3D) 6pace. Suitable user
objecn are described with the transducer systems of Figures 1-5. User object 18 may be moved in
the two degrees of freedom provided by gimbal mechanism 182. As user object 1 8 is moved about
axis B. floating axis E varies its position, and as user object 18 is moved about axis C, floating
axis F varies its position.

20
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It should be noted that interface system 180 is only one particular embodiment of a
mechanism for implementing two or more degrees of freedom. The passive transducer systems 10
and 106 of the present invention can be used with a variety of mechnnicol apparatuses, $ucli as
slotted yoke joystick mechanisms, other types of gimbal mechanisms, etc.^ which are well known
to those skilled in the an. A Slotted yokejoystick mechanism is described below with reference to

Figure. 11.

In alternate embodiments, user object 18 can be provided with additional degrees of
freedom using the ginibal jiicthanism of interface system 180. For example, a linear degree of
freedom can be provided ro joystick 18 in Figure 8 by allowing the joystick to be linearly moved
along floating axis F as shown in Figure 8. Joystick 18 can be oranslatably coupled to rhe ends of
central members 190a and 190b. Axis F can be rotated about axes B.C, D, and E as joystick 18 is

rotated about these axes. A transducer system 10 or 106 win be provided to sense and/or dampen
movement along axis F. Additional degrees of freedom can be provided to object 18 as "well, for
example, using a floating gimbal mechanism or other mechanical apparatus.

Figures 9 and 10 ore perspective views of a specific embodiment 202 of interface system
180 for providing two degrees of freedom to Object IX and mechanical input and output to o
computer system in accordance with the present invention. Figure 9 shows a front view uf system
202, and Figure 10 shows a rear view of the system. System 202 Includes a gimbal mftchanism

182, sensors 110, damper assemblies 108, and user object 18. Object 18 is shown in this

embodiment as ajoystick handle which can be moved in two degrees of freedom. Interface system
202 operates in substantially the same fashion as system 180 described with reference to Hgurc 8.

Gimbal mechanism 182 provides support for system 202 on a grounded surface 186, such
as a table top or similar surface. The members, and joints (•"bearings") of gimbal mechanism 182
are preferably made of a lightweight, rigid, stiff metal, such as aluminum, but can also be made of
udier rigid materials such as other metals, plastic, etc. Gimbal mechanism 182 includes a ground
member 188, extension members 190a and 190b, central drive member 192a. and central link

member 192b. Ground member 188 includes a base member 204 and vertical support members
2(16. Rase, member 204 can be coupled to grounded surface 186 (oi may rest on grounded surface

186) and provides two outer vertical surfaces 205 which are in o substantially perpendicular

relation which each other. A vertical support member 206 is coupled to each of these outer
surfaces of base member 204 such that vertical members 206 are in a similar substantially 90-
degrec relation with each other.

Rotating members 120a and 120b are each preferably rotatably coupled to a vertical

member 20fY Member 120a rotates about axis B and member 120b rotates about axis C. Rotating
members 120a and 120b function as described above with reference to Figures 6a and 8.
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Extension member ISJOa is rigidly coupled to rotating member 120a and is rotated about

axis B as the rotating member is rotated. Likewise, extension member 190b is rigidly coupled to

the other rotating member 120b and can be rotated about axis C. Both extension members 190a

and 190b ara formed into a substantially 90-degree angle with a short end 208 coupled to rotating

members 120a and 120b. Central drive member 192a is rotaiably coupled to a long end 209 of

extension member 190a and extends at a substantially parallel relation with axis C. Similarly,

central link member 192b is rotatably coupled to the long end of extension member 190b and

extends at a substantially parallel relation to axis B (as better viewed in Figure 10). Central drive

member 192a and central link member 192b are rotatably coupled to each other at the center of

rotation of the gimbal mechanism, which is the point of intersection P of axes B and C. Bearing

210 connects the two central members 192a and 192b together at the intersection point P.

Gimbal mechanism 182 provides two degrees of freedom to an object positioned

approximately at or coupled to the center point P of rotation. An object approximately al or

coupled to point P can be rotated about axis B or C or have a combination or rotational movement

about these axes (when a combination of rotational movement is implemented, the object actually

rotates about the floating axes D and/or E Instead of axes C and/or B, respectively, as shown and
described with reference to Figure 8).

Damper assemblies 108a and 108b are preferably coupled to gimbal mechanism 182 to

provide input and output signals between interface system 202 and computer system 16 (not

shown). Damper assembly 108a is coupled to ground member 204 and to extension member
190a, and likewise damper assembly 108b is coupled to ground member 204 and to extension

member 190b. As described in die above embodiments, damper assemblies 108a and 108b each

preferably include a piston assembly 116 and a valve 118, where the piston assembly includes a

cylinder, piston, and piston rod which couples the piston to a corresponding rotating member 120.

Computer system 16 can control the flow nf a Moid rhrough the piston cylinders and valves by
sending and receiving electrical signals to the valves, as described above. Damper assembly 108a

thus provides damping resistance to the motion of object 18 in the first degree of freedom about

axi$ B (or floating axis E) f and damper assembly 108b provides damping resistance to the motion
of object 18 in the second degree of freedom about axis C (ur floating axis D).

Sensors 1 10a and 1 10b arc provided to detect the position of the object IS about the two
degrees of freedom and relay this position tn computer system 16. The cylinder of grounded

sensor 110a is preferably coupled to the outside surface of a vertical support member 206 and

measure* die position of object 18 in the first degree of freedom about axis B (or axis E). i.e.,

sensor 110a is "associated with" or "related to" the first degree of freedom. A rotational shaft of
sensor 1 10a is coupled to main shaft 140 which extends from extension uicuibcx 190a, through
rotating member 120a. through vertical member 206. to sensor 1 10 tn transmit rnrarinnal
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movement along the first degree of freedom. Sensor 1 10b preferably corresponds to sensor 1 10a

in function and operation, except that sensor 110b is associated with a second degree of freedom

about axis C (or axis D). Sensor 1 10b is coupled to the other vertical support member 206. In

alternate embodiments, sensors 110a and 110b can be positioned in other locations on gimbal

mechanism 182. For example, the sensors can be coupled to their corresponding extension

members 190a And 190b on the opposite side of vertical members 206 shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Sensors 1 10a and 1 10b are preferably relative optical encoders which provide signals lo

measure the angular rotation of a shaft extending through the sensor. The electrical output of the

encoders are routed to computer system 16 via buses as detailed with reference to Figures la, 12,

and 13. Other types of sensors can also be used, such as potentiometers, linear encoders, etc.

It should be noted that the present invention can utilize both absolute and relative sensors.

An absolute sensor is one which the angle of the sensor is known in absolute terms, such as with

an analog potentiometer. Relative sensors only provide relative angle information, and thus require

some form of calibration step which provide a reference position for the relative angle information.

15 The sensors (Inscribed herein are primarily relative censors. In consequence, there is au implied

calibration step after system power-up wherein the sensor's shaft is placed in a known position

within the interface system 202 and a calibration signal is provided to the system to provide the

reference position mentioned above. All angles provided by the sensors are thereafter relative to

that reference position. Such calibration methods are well known to those skilled in the ait and,

therefore, will not be discussed in any great detail herein.

The transducer assemblies 108a and 108b of the described embodiment arc advantageously
positioned to provide a very low amount of inertia to the user handling, object IK. Transducer

assemblies 108a and 108b are decoupled, meaning that the transducers are both directly coupled to

ground member 201 which is coupled to ground surface 186, i.e. the ground surface carries the

weight of the dampers, not the user handling object IK. Similarly, sensors 110a and 110b are

coupled to vertical members 206 which are coupled to ground surface 186. The weights and
inertia of the dampers and sensors arc thus substantially negligible to a user handling and moving
object 18. This provides a more realistic interface to a virtual reality system, since the computer
can control the dampers to provide substantially all of the damping resistances felt by the user in

these degrees of motion. Interface system 202 is a high handwidth force feedback system,
meaning that, high frequency signals can be used to control damper assemblies 108 and these Iuku
frequency signals will be applied to the user object with high precision, accuracy, and

dependability. The user feels very little compliance or "mushiness" when handling object 18 due
to the high bandwidth. In contrast, in typical prior art arrangements of multi-degree of freedom
interfaces, one transducer "rides" upon another transducer in a serial chain of links and transducer.
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This low bandwidth arrangement causes the user to feel the inertia of coupled transducers when
manipulating an object.

In addition, play mechanisms 1 14 as shown above in Figme 6a can be added to the damper

assemblies of Figures 9*10 to provide an desired amount of play.

5 User object 1 K .is a joystick handle 121 in the described embodiment of Figures 9 and 10

that a user can move in two degrees of freedom. The position of joystick 121 can be sensed and

damping resistance can be applied in both degrees of freedom by computer system 16. In the

described embodiment, joystick 121 is fastened to central member 210 so that the user can move
the joystick in the two degrees of freedom provided by glmbal mechanism 182 as described above.

1 0 in alternate embodiments, a linear axis F can be provided and a transducer can be coupled to the

linear axis to provide a third and fourth degrees of freedom. In yet other embodiments, a floating

glmbal mechanism, or a different mechanism, can be added to the joystick to provide six degrees

of freedom.

Joystick 121 can be used in virtual reality simulations in which the user can move the

15 joystick to move a computer-generated object in a simulation, move a simulated vehicle, point to

objects on a screen, control a mechanism, etc. For example, a user can view a virtual environment

generated on a computer screen or in 3D goggles in wliich joystick 121 controls an aircraft The
computer system tracks the position of the joystick as the user moves it around with sensors and

updates the virtual reality display accordingly to make the aircraft move in the indicated direction,

20 etc. The computer system also provides passive damping force feedback to the joystick, for

example, when the aircraft is banking or accelerating in a turn or in other situations where the user

may experience resistances on the joystick and find it more difficult to steer the aircraft. In other

simulations, joystick 121 can he provided with a pulsed (on and off) damping resistance to

simulate a "bumpy" feel to the user grasping the joystick. Tlus can simulate, for example, a

25 veliicle moving over a bumpy road.

Figure II is a perspective view of alternate interface system 220 suitable for use with

transducer system 10 or 106. Interface system 220 includes a slotted yoke configuration for use

with joystick controllers that is well-known tu those skilled in Che an. System 220 includes slotted

yoke 222a, slotted yoke 222h, sensors 110a and 110b, bearings 224a, and 224b, damper
30 assemblies 106a and 106b, and joystick 18. Slotted yoke 222a is rigidly coupled lu shaft 226a thai

extends through and is rigidly coupled (0 sensor 1 10a at one end of the yoke. Slotted yoke 222a is

similarly coupled to shaft 226c and bearing 224a at the other end of the yoke. Slotted yoke 222a is

rotatablc about axis L in a first degree uf freedom and this movement is detected by sensor 1 10a.

Sensors 1 10a and 1 K)h and hearings 224a and 224b are grounded.
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Damper assembly I08a is preferably a pneumatic damper as described above with reference

to Figure 6a. In alternate embodiments, damper assembly 108a can be ™ ,«*rfld coupled to shaft

226c next lu bearing 224a. In yet other embodiments, sensor 110a can be coupled to shaft 72hc. or

bearing 224a can be implemented as another sensor like sensor 1 10a.

Similarly, slotted yoke 222b is rigidly coupled to shaft 226b and sensor 110b nt one end

and shaft 226d and bearing 224b at die oilier end. Yoke 222b can rotated about axis H and this

movement can be detected by sensor 1 10b. Damper assembly 108b is coupled to shaft 226b and is

described in greater detail above with reference to Figure 6a. Damper assemblies 108a and 108b

are grounded as shown.

Alternatively, the linear damper assembly 10 of Figure la can be used in place of the rotary

actuator assemblies 106 shown in Figure 11. In a different embodiment, the damper assemblies

108a and 108b can be coupled directly to object 18 as shown in Figure 7.

Object 18 is a joystick that is plvotally attached to ground surface 230 at one emd 232 so

that the. other end 234 typically can move in four 90-degree directions from its center position

above surface 230 (and additional directions in other embodiments). Joystick 18 extends through

slots 236 and 238 in yokes 222a and 222b, respectively. Thus, as joystick 18 is moved in any

direction, yokes 222a and 222b follow the joystick and rotate about axes G and H. Sensors 1 10a-

d detect this rotation and can thus track the motion of joystick IX. The addition of damper

assemblies 108a and 108b allows the user to experience force feedback when handling joystick 18.

Other types of objects IS can also be used in place of a joystick, or additional objects can be

coupled to joystick ifc.

In alternate embodiments, dampers and couplings can be coupled to shafts 226c and 226d
to provide additional force to joystick 1 12. Damper 108a and a damper coupled iu shaft 226c can

be controlled simultaneously by a computer or other electrical system to apply or reJease force from

bail 222a. Similarly, damper assembly 108b and a damper coupled to shaft 226d can be controlled

simultaneously.

In a different embodiment, a play mechanism 1 14 as shown In Figure 6a can also be rigidly

coupled to shaft 226a and damper assembly 108a to provide a desired amount of play between

damper assembly 108a and shaft 226a. Similarly, a coupling can be rigidly coupled to shaft 226b

and damper 108b. Note that the slotted yoke configuration typically introduces some inherent play

(such as compliance or backlash) to the mechanical system. Couplings can be added to provide an

additional amount of play, if desired. Similarly, other Interface mechanisms that typically provide

an amount of inherent play can be used such that the inherent play is measured by sensor 1 10 and
no play mechanism is required.
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Figure 12 is a block diagram illustrating a generic control system 250 for the interface

apparatuses of the present invention. Control system 250 includes computer system 16. sensors

14 or 110, dampen; 12 or 108. and control electronics 252. Computer system 16 sends signals to

and receives signals from transducer systems included in an interface system. A bidirectional bus

5 254 is used to provide and receive these signals. In the preferred embodiment, a serial port of

computer system 16, such as an RS232 port, connects The hi-directional bus to computer system

16. Alternatively, a parallel port of computer system 16 con be coupled to bus 254, or bus 254 can

be connected directly to the data hus of computer system 16 using, for example, a plug-in card and

slot or other access of computer system 16.

10 Computer system 16 can input a "sensor signal" on bus 254 from sensors 14 or 110

representing the position or motion of object 18. Computer system 16 can also output a

"dampening signal'
1 on bus 254 to dampers 12 or 108 to cause a damping resistance to user object

18. Sensors 14 or 110 and dampers 12 or 108 are described in the embodiments of Figures 1-11

and below in Figures 13 and 14. Control electronics 252 are positioned between computer system

15 16 and the sensors and dampers, and can include a variety of different components in different

embodiments. Hor example, electronics 252 may just include bus wires connecting computer

system 16 to the sensors and dampers. Or, electronics 252 may additionally include electronic

components for communicating via standard protocols on bus 254, In addition, cunirul clecuonics

252 can include signal conditioning/processing electronics for receiving signals from sensors 14 or

20 1 10 aud/or power electronics for driving dampers 12 or 108.

Preferably, in the present invention, control electronics 252 includes a local embedded

"control" microprocessor 251 to control sensors and dampers of the interface system Independently

of computer system 16. In such an embodiment, computer system 16 can issue high level

supervisory commands to the local processor 251 over bus 254. The local processor 25 1 executes

25 local control loops ("reflexes
1
') for sensors and dampers in parallel with the high level control

routines. Reflexes are useful when using a slower communication interface, such as a serial

interface. For example, the local microprocessor 251 can be provided with instructions to wait for

commands or requests from computer system 16, decode the commands or requests, and handle

input and output signals according to the commands or requests. If computer system 16 sends a

30 command to change the damping resistance provided by the dampers, the microprocessor can

output signals to die damper representing the new damping force to be applied, and can send an

acknowledgment to computer system 16 that such output was sent. If computer system 16 sends a

request for sensory input, the control microprocessor can send position data from the sensors to

the computer 16. Processor 251 can also Independently implement command routines to control

35 dampers or sensors until a host command is received. Suitable microprocessors for use in such
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operations include the MC68HC711E9 by Motorola and the Pic:if>c:74 by Microchip, for

example.

Conirul clccuoaics 252 can be provided as a component of the interface system, as shown

in Figure 12. Alternatively, theenntml electronics 252 can be included with computer system 16,

5 such as on an interface card, peripheral, etc.

Figure 13 is a schematic illustration of a specific embodiment 270 of control system 250 as

shown in Figure 12. System 270 can send and receive signals to and from transducer system 10

or 106. System 270 is suitable for use with the dampers of the present invention which provide a

passive fluid resistance to motion, mid which include the two-state on/off valve as described with

10 reference to Figure la. System 270 includes digital sensor 14 or 110. sensor Interface 274.

transistor 276, voltage protector 278, and solenoid 280. Sensor interface 274, transistor 276, and

voltage protector 278 can be considered pan of the control electronics 252 of Figure 12. A local

processor 251 (not shown) can also be included in system 270 between computer system 16 and

transistor 276/sensor interface 274.

15 Hosi computer system 16 receives sensor signals from one or more sensors 14 or 110 to

determine the position of the object. The computer system preferably implements a simulation or

similar virtual environment which a user is experiencing and moving object 18 in response to, as is

well known to those skilled in the art. In the described embodiment, computer system 16 includes

interface electronics, which preferably include a serial port, such as an RS-232 interface.. This

20 interface is suitable for controlling the passive dampers of die present invention.

Sensor 14 or 1 10 Is preferably a digital sensor such as a relative optical encoder, as

described above. Sensor 14 is preferably an electro-optical device that, for example, responds to a

shaft's rotation by pruduciug two phase-related signals (in a rotary degree of freedom); or

produces these two signals in response to movment of a linear shaft (in a linear degree of

25 freedom). In the described embodiment, a sensor interface 274 can be used to convert the sensor

signals to signals that can be interpreted by the computer system. For example, sensor interface

274 receives the two phase-related signals from a sensor 14 or 110 and converts the rwo signals

into another pair of clock signals, which drive a bi-directional binary counter. The output of the

binary counter is received by computer system 16 as a binary number representing the angular

30 position of the encoded shaft. Such circuits, or equivalent circuits, are well known to those skilled

in the art: for example, the Quadrature Chip LS7166 from Hcwlcit Packard, California performs

the functions described above. The position value signals are. interpreted by computer system 16

which updates die virtual reality environment and controls damper 108 as appropriate. Other

interface mechanisms can also he. used tn provide an appropriate signal to computer system 16.

35 Sensor interface 274 can be included within computer system 16, such as on an interface board or
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card as used in typical personal computer systems. Alternatively, sensor interface 274 can be

included within transducer system 10 or 106.

Alternatively, an analog sensor con be used instead of digital sensor 14 or 110 for all or

some, of the transducers of the present Invention. For example, a strain gauge can be connected to

5 measure forces. Analog sensors can provide an analog signal representative of the position of the

user object In a particular degree of freedom. An analog to digital converter (ADC) can convert the

analog signal to a digital signal that is received and interpreted by computer system 16. as is well

known to those skilled in the art The resolution of the detected motion of object 18 would then be

limitwl by toe resolution of the ADC, However, noise can sometimes mask small movements of

10 object 18 from an analog sensor, which can potentially mask die play that is important to some

embodiments of the present Invention.

Transistor 276 Is electrically coupled to computer system 16 at its base terminal and

operates as an electrical switch for controlling the activation of solenoid 280. Solenoid 280 is

coupled to the collector of transistor 276 and switches the valve 22 (as shown in Figure 1) or 118

15 (as shown in Higum 6a) hetween on and off states to control the damping resistance on the motion

of object 18. Computer system 16 can send a dampening signal, such as a TTL logic signal, on

bus 282 to control transistor 276 to either allow current to flow through the solenoid to activate it

and open the valve, or to allow no current to flow to deactivate the solenoid and close, the valve, as

is well known to those skilled in the art Resistor Rl is coupled between the emitter of transistor

20 276 and ground, and has a resistance adequate to cause the correct amount of current to flow

through solenoid 280. Protection circuit 278 is coupled to the collector of transistor 276 and

provides voltage spike protection to the circuitry and preferably includes two diodes or equivalent

components.

Other types of interface circuitry can also be used. For example, an electronic interface is

25 described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08/092,974, filed July 16, 1993 and entided "3-D

Mechanical Mouse" assigned to. the assignee of the present invention and incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety. The electronic interface described therein was designed for the Immersion

PROBE™ 3-D mechanical mouse and has six channels corresponding to liic six degrees of

freedom of the Immersion PROBE,

30 Figure 14 is a schematic illustration of circuitry 284 to send and receive signals from

transducer system 10/106 and interface system 180. Circuitry 284 is suitable for use with passive

dampers of the present invention which include a variable servo valve that is controlled with an

analog voltage. Circuitry 284 con also be used to control other passive dampers or actuators, such

as magnetic particle brakes and the like. Circuitry 284 Includes computer system 16, digital sensor

35 14 or 110, sensor interface 274 t digital to analog converter (DAQ 286, amplifier 288, transistor
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290, voltage protector 278, and solenoid 280. All these components except the computer system

10 and sensors 14 or 1 10 can be considered as part of control electronics 252.

Sensor interface 274 receives a signal from sensor 14 or 110 and is coupled to computer

system 16. These components are substantially similar to the equivalent components described

5 with reference to Figure 13. DAC 286 is coupled to computer system 16 and receives a digital

signal from the computer system representing a resistive force value to be applied to user object 18.

DAC 286 converts the digital signal voltages to analog voltages which are then output to amplifier

288. A DAC suitable for use with the present invention is described with reference to Figure 15.

Amplifier receives the analog voltage from I3AC 2K6 on a positive terminal and scales the

10 voltage signal to a range usable by solenoid 280. Amplifier 288 can be implemented as an

operational amplifier or the like. Transistor 290 is coupled to the output of amplifier 288 and

preferably operates as an amplifier to provide increased output current to 6olenoid 280. Resistor

Ri is coupled between die negative terminal of amplifier 288 and the emitter uf transistor 290, and

resistor R2 k coupled between the negative terminal of amplifier 288 and ground. For example,

15 resistors Rl and R2 can have values of 180 kft and 120 k£2, respectively, and provide the proper

biasing in the circuit. Voltage protector 278 is coupled to the emitter of transistor 290 and provides

protection from voltage spikes when using inductive loads, similar to protector 278 of Figure 13.

Solenoid 280 is coupled to the emitter of transistor 290 and to ground, and can be a standard

solenoid for use in valves 22. Alternatively, a different passive damper, such as a magnetic

20 particle brake, can be coupled to circuitry 284 in place of solenoid 280, A separate DAC and

amplifier can be used for each solenoid or other actuator/damper implemented in the interface

apparatus so the computer system 16 can control each damper separately for each provided degree

of motion. Circuitry 284 (and 270 of Figure 13) Is intended as one example of many possible

circuits that can be used to interface a computer system to sensors and dampers.

25 The computer system 16 shown ia Figures 13 and 14 sends and receives signals preferably

from a serial port, such as an RS-232 serial interface. An advantage of the present invcnliun is lhai

slower serial communication signals can be used to control the described passive damper, thus

allowing a computer's built-in serial interface to be used direcdy. Alternatively» circuitry 284 can

be provided on an interface card which can, for example, fit into an interface slot of computer

30 system 16. For example, if computer 16 is an IBM AT compatible computer, the interface card can

be implemented as an ISA, EISA, VESA local bus, or other well-known standard interface eard

which plugs into the motherboard of the computer and provides input and output ports connected

to the main data bus of the computer.

Figure 15 is a flow diagram illustrating a control process 300 for an interface system 100 or

33 106 of the present invention. This process can be used generically to provide force feedback to a

user of the interface. In the preferred embodiment, a local processor is included in control
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electronics 252 as described above. The steps of process 300 can be implemented from host

computer 16 or a local processor.

The process begins at 302, and in a step 304. rhft interface system is activated. This step is

the equivalent of powering up the interface so that it can be commanded by host computer 16

5 and/or proessor 251. In step 305. a process on computer system 16. such as a simulation, video

game, etcM is begun or continued. In the process of step 305, images can be displayed for a user

on an output display device and other feedback can be presented

Two branches exit step 305 to indicate that there are two processes running simultaneously

,

i.e. in parallel. Step 306 is implemented in one of the parallel processes, in which the position of

10 the user object is read in by the host computer. Preferably, the local processor continually receives

commands from the host computer 16 to read signals from sensors 14 or 110 and to send those

signals to die host computer 16. After the sensors arc read in step 306, the host computer can

update a game or virtual reality environment in response to the user's movements of object 18 in

step 305. For example, if the user moves a 6teering wheel object 18, the computer system 16 can

15 move the point of view of the user as if looking out a vehicle and turning die vehicle. Steps 305

and 306 are repeated continuously and in parallel with other interface processes so that the host

computer receives the most recent position or change in position of object 18.

The second branch from step 304 is concerned with the process of controlling the dampers

of the present invention to provide force feedback to the user manipulating object 18. The second

20 branch starts with step 308, in which the host computer (and/or local microprocessor 25 1) check if

a change in damping resistance is required lo be applied to user object 18. This can be determined

by several types of criteria. For example, if the host computer is implementing a video game, the

position of a computer generated object within the game may determine if a change in force

feedback (damping resistance) is called for. If the user is controlling a space ship In the game and

25 the space ship collides with an object such as an asteroid, then damping resistance should be

applied to the user object 18. In many cases, the current position of the user object, as detected in

step 306, determines whether a change in damping resistance is required. In addition, other

parameters in the game, simulation, or other process implemented by the computer system 16 con

determine it a change in damping resistance to the user obejet is necessary. For example, the

30 computer system 16 may randomly determine that the user's space ship is impacted with an object

due to "environmental" conditions which arc uui dependent uu die positiou of die user object, such

as a meteor storm, in which a greater damping resistance, should be applied to simulate the impact.

If no change in damping resistance is currently required, then the process continously

returns to step 308 until such a change in damping resistance is required. When such a change is

35 required, step 310 is implemented. In which computer system 16/local processor checks If the new
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damping resistance is to be uni-directional or bi-directional. Unidirectional damping resistance is

applied in ouly one specified direction along a degree of freedom. Thus, the user would feel

resistance to the morion nf the user object 1 X is one direction, such as clockwise or left, bnt would

be able to freely move the object (or move the object with a different degree of resistance) in the

5 opposite direction of that degree of freedom (or dimension), such as counterclockwise or right

Bi-directional damping resistance is applied to both directions along a degree of freedom so that the

user would feel the same magnitude of resistance in either direction. Uoi- and bi-directional

resistances can be determined by the game or other process implemented by computer system 16.

Tor example, if a user's simulated race car collides into a wall, then uni-directional damping

10 resistance should be applied only in the direction of the wall, since the user would he able to freely

move in the reverse direction to the wall. However, if the simulated car is stuck in a simulated

puul of mud, then bi-directional resistance should be applied, since the car will feel the same

resistance to motion in any direction.

If the required damping resistance is uni-directional, step 314 is implemented as described

15 below. If the required damping resistance is bi-directional, then step 312 is implemented, in which

the desired amount of damping resistance is applied or removed to the user object as specified by a

command from the host computer. Preferably, the host computer sends a command to the local

microprocessor 231 Indicating the magnitude of damping resistance and the degree of freedom that

the resistance is to be applied (such as ''horizontal" or "vertical"). If a single on-off valve is being

20 used in the desired degree of freedom, then die magnitude of resistance can be specified as an "on"

signal (maximum resistance applied) or An "ofF signal (no resistance applied). If variable

resistance can be applied, then a number from the host computer can indicate the magnitude of

damping resistance. The local processor, in turn, implements the command by sending an

appropriate, signal to the appropriate damper.

25 After the. resistance has been applied, the process returns to step 308 to determine if there is

a change in the applied damping resistance. Preferably, the host computer system 16 uidy sends a

command to Change the magnitude of the resistance. Thus, if no change in damping resistance is

required at step 308, the local processor will continue to command the dampers to apply the

magnitude of resistance that was last provided to the local processor. Once a change in damping

'M 1 resistance is required, then the process again implements step 310.

If the required damping resistance in step 310 is not bi-directional, then it is uni-directional.

Preferably, the host computer system sends a command to the local processor indicating the

magnitude of the damping resistance to be applied and the specific direction in a degree of freedom

in which the resistance is to be applied. For example, if a joystick has two degrees of freedom of

35 "hurizunud*' and "vertical", then the direction can be specified as "horizontal-left", "horizontal-

right", "vertical-left" or "vertical-right." Step 314 is then implemented, in which the host
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cnrnpnrer/local processor checks whether the user object is moving in the designated direction ot

resistance. Since the preferred dampers of the present invention provide resistance bi-directionally,

as described in the embodiments above, a desired amount of "play" may be implemented to detect

movement in the direction opposite to the direction of resistance, as explained above with reference

5 to Figures 6a-6c. Preferably, the loud processor implements step 314 autonomously as a "rencA"

to remove processing burdens from the. host computer, remove communication lag from the

computer sytcm 16 to the user object, and improve system performance. Such a reflex is most

appropriate when using a serial interface to communicate with the host computer.

If the user is not moving in the direction of resistance, then the user object can be moved

10 freely and the process returns to step 308 to check if a change in the applied damping resistance (or

lack in applied resistance) is required. If the user is moving in the direction of resistance in step

314, then step 316 is implemented, in which the specified magnitude of damping resistance is

applied to the user object As explained above, the preferred dampers of the present invention

always apply bi-directional resistance to the user object Thus, to simulate uni-riirectional

1 5 resistance, the computer or processor should be able to detect movement opposite to the direction

of resistance. This is the reason for the inclusion of the play mechanism described with reference

to Figures 6a-6e.

After step 316, step 318 is implemented, in which die host computer/local processor again

checks if the user object is being moved in the designated direction of resistance. If not, then local

20 processor (or host computer) removes the applied damping resistance in step 320. The process

then returns to step 308 to check if a change in damping resistance is required. If the user object is

being inuved in die direction of resistance in step 318. then step 322 is implemented, in which the

local processor (or host computer) checks if a change in damping resistance is required. This can

occur if the computer process of step 305 requires a different resistance to be applied, etc., as

25 described above with reference to step HUK; the host computer can issue, a command to processor

251 to change the applied damping resistance (or remove the applied resistance; a removal

command can be considered a bi-direcdonal resistance command). If change in resistance is not

required, then the process returns to step 3 18 to again check the direction of the user object. If a

change in resistance is required, the process returns to step 310 to determine if Lhc required

30 resistance is bi-direction nr uni-directional, as described above.

Steps 3'J 4-322 are preferably implemented as a "reflex" executed autonomously by the local

processor 251. The local processor can independently check the direction of the movement of the

user object and apply a uni-directional resistance when appropriate, thus freeing the host computer

to run the application process of step 305. When a different resistance is to.be applied, or a

35 resistance removed, die host computer can issue a command to do so at lhc appropriate time.
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The above•described process can be used to provide a variety of haptic sensations to the

user through the user object 18 to simulate many different types of tactile events. Three typical

haptic sensations include a virtual obstruction, a virtual texture, and virtual damping.

Virtual obstructions are provided to simulate walls and other uni-dircctional forces in a

5 simulation, game, etc. For example, the movement of a cursor displayed on a display screen can

be controlled by a force feedback joystick. An obstruction, like a brick wall, can also be displayed

on the screen. The user moves the cursor left until the. cursor encounters the obstruction. The user

then feels a physical resistance as he or she continues to move the joystick left, since the local

processor (receiving a command from the computer system 16) has applied maximum uni-

10 directional resistance in the direction of the obstruction in step 320 of Figure 16 above. If the user

moves the cursor away from the obstruction (right), the processor removes the resistance in step

318 of Figure 16. Thus the user is given a convincing sensation that the virtual obstruction

displayed on the screen has physical properties.

Virtual textures can be used to simulate a surface condition or similar texture. For example,

15 as the user moves a joystick or other user object along an axis, the host computer sends a rapid

sequence of commands informing the local processor to repetitively 1) apply bi-directional

resistance along that axis, and 2) to then immediately apply no resistance along that axis. This

causes an on-ofF valve, for example, to open and close at a desired frequency. This frequency is

based upon the travel of Ihe joystick handle and is ihus correlated with spadal position. Thus, the

20 user feels a physical sensation of texture, which can be described as the feeling of dragging a stick

over a grating.

Virtual damping can be used to simulate motion through a viscous fluid, wind, or a similar

resistive or "damping" environment. For example, a cursor controlled by a joystick is moved

through a region that simulates a thick liquid, such as syrup. The host computer 16 commands that

25 a bi-directional horizontal and vertical resistance be applied to the joystick when the cursor enters

the region. The user feels the physical resistance as the cursor moves through the region. The

resistance is immediately removed when the cursor exits die region. Thus the user is given a

convincing sensation that the region displayed on the screen has physical properties.

While this invention has been described in terms of several preferred embodiments, it is

30 contemplated that alterations, modifications and permutations thereof will become apparent to those

skilled in the an upon a reading of the specification and study of the drawings. For example, the

linked members of gimbal apparatus 182 can take a number of actual physical sizes and forms

while maintaining the disclosed linkage structure. In addition, other gimbal mechanisms can also

be provided with a linear axis member 184 to provide three degrees of freedom. A variety of

35 devices can also be used to sense the position of an object in the provided degrees of freedom.
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Uther pneumatic (or hydraulic.) device.* can also be used to provide a passive resistance to a user

object in accordance with the present invention. Furthermore, certain terminology has been used

for the purposes of descriptive clarity, and not to limit the present invention. Ir is memtbre

intended thai the following appended claims include all such alterations, modifications and

pennuiauous as fall within the true spirit and scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:
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Other pneumatic (or hydraulic) devices can also be used to provide a passive resistance to a user
object in accordance with the present invention. Furthermore, certain terminology has been used
for the purposes of descriptive clarity, and not to limit the present invention. It is therefore

intended that the following appended claims include all such alterations, modifications and
permutations as fall within the true spirit and scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:
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Claims

1. An apparatus for interfacing the motion of an object with an electrical system

comprising:

a sensor for detecting movement of said object along a degree of freedom, said sensor

being operative to develop a sensor signal for an electrical system; and

a passive pneumatic damper coupled to said object for transmitting a drag to said object

along said degree of freedom to resist a movement of said object, said damper being responsive to

a dampening signal provided by said electrical system;

such that said sensor and said pneumatic damper provide an electromechanical interface between

said object and said electrical system,

2. An apparatus as recited in claim 1 wherein said pneumatic damper includes a cylinder

and a piston operative to move within said cylinder.

3. An apparatus as recited in claim 2 wherein said pneumatic damper further includes a

valve for regulating a flow of a fluid through said cylinder, said valve being controlled to transmit a

variable drag to said movement of said object.

4 An apparatus as recited in claim 3 further comprising a plurality of valves, wherein said

plurality of valves are controlled to transmit said variable drag to said movement of said object.

5. An apparatus as recited in claim 3 wherein said valve provides only two amounts of

drag to said object, said two amounts being no drag to allow substantially free movement of said

object along said degree of freedom, and a maximum drag to allow substantially no movement of

said object along said degree of freedom.

6. An apparatus as recited in claim 3 wherein said valve provides at least three amounts of

drag to said object along said degree of freedom.

7. An apparatus as recited in claim 3 wherein said electrical system includes a digitai

computing apparatus, and wherein the size of an orifice in said valve is controlled by said digital

computing apparatus.
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8. A sy5lero as recited in claim 7 wte-i. caid pneunuuie toper lactate a sote„„id ,n,

said digitnl computing apparatus to control said valve.
y

9. An apparatus as recited in claim 7 wherein said fluid is air.

5 10. An apparatus as recited in claim :< wherein said sensor includes a digital encoder.

11. Ail apparatus as recited in claim 2 wherein said sAn^f u« a .

"d *"*^ ** "ro"di« '**-— fa— saidp—fc da,™, JTZ

12 An apparar*, (is recited in claim 12 wbatta said is rigidly coupkd to said

13 An apparatus as recited ta cUim wlKr6to ^
^sMltals received * said Keyed bore, saidM snan btills tuupled „^J^'

corapJos:

aPP"a",S
"* m°,i0

" * " «*» - system

^d™tI~mProVidbSatad^°" ro " «*« "*-

said J,""'"
C0"Ptal etalCal !yS,OT "d^ '"•Really coupkd „»d uauducer «cta*» for sensing positions „ said^^^^ ^

counJ,
bra

^S
T,"

5™ d'COiCa]l>
'

C°UPkJ ^ "Wm "8^ mechanically«.up„d ,o -d grmU, —ctanUm to creaie a passive damping resistant IO MovemeM ofJ
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object along said first degree of freedom, said braking mechanic including a damping mechanism
thai provides said damping resistance by controlling the flow of a fluid;

whereby said braking mechanism and said sensor provide an electromechanical interface
between said object and said electrical system.

5 16. An apparatus as recited in claim 15 wherein said transducer nuxlianism includes a
gimbal mechanism providing a Gist revolute degree of freedom to said object engaged with said
girabal mechanism about a first meis of rotation.

17. An apparatus as recited in claim 16 wherein said gimbal mechanism provides a second
degree of freedom to said object about a second axis of rotation, and further comprising a second

10 sensor for sensing positions of said object along said second degree of freedom and a second
braking mechanism to create a passive damping resistance along said second degree of freedom by
controlling the flow of a second gai.

18. An apparatus as recited in ciaim 17 wherein said gimbal mechanism includes a closed
loop five member linkage.

15 19. An apparatus as recited in claim 18 wherein said five member linkage includes:

a ground member coupled to a ground surface;

first and second extension members, each extension member being coupled to said ground
member;

first and second central members, said first central member having an end coupled to said
3 first extension member and said second central member having an end coupled to said second

extension member, wherein said central members arc coupled to said linear axis member at. ends
not coupled to said extension members.

20. An apparatus as recited in claim )7 wherein said braking mechanism includes a piston
assembly and a valve.

21. An apparatus as recited in claim 20 wherein said piston assembly includes a cylinder
and a piston operative to move within said cylinder, said piston being coupled to said object by a
piston rod.

22. An apparatus as recited in claim 21 wherein said piston rod includes two ends, cadi
end including a ball joint.

23. An apparatus as recited in claim 21 wherein said fluid is air.
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5

24. An apparatus as recited in claim 23 wherein said object includes a joystick.

25. An apparatus as recited in claim 17 wherein said electrical system includes a digital

processing system tor providing a braking signal to said braking mechanism and for receiving an
electrical signal from said sensor.

26. An apparatus as recited in claim 15 wherein said object is capable of being moved
along said at least one degree of freedom by a user grasping said object.

27. An apparatus as recited in claim 15 further comprising a second braking mechanism
electrically coupled to said electrical system and rigidly inediaiucally coupled to said transducer
mechanism to create a passive damping resistance to movement of said object along a second
degree or-freedom, said braking mechanism including a damping mechanism thai provides said
damping resistance by controlling the flow of a fluid.

28. An apparatus as recited in claim 27 wherein said transducer system includes a first

linear member coupled between said object and said braking mechanism to provide a fust linear
degree of freedom to said object, and a second linear member coupled between said object and said

15 second braking mechanism to provide a second linear degree of freedom to said object

29. An apparatus as recited in claim 2X wherein said first linear member is a flexible
member that flex« when said object is moved in said second degree of freedom, and wherein said
second linear member is a flexible member that nexes when said object is moved in said first

degree of freedom.

10

0 30. A method for interfacing motion of an object with an electrical system, the method
comprising the steps of:

providing an object having a degree of freedom;

sensing positions of said object along said degree uf freedom with a sensor and producing
electrical sensor signals foerefrom; and

creaiiiiK a resistance to movement of said object along said degree of freedom by regulating
the flow of a fluid.

31 A method as recited in claim 30 wherein said degree of freedom is a luiary degree of
freedom.

32. A method as recited in claim 30 wherein said degree of freedom is a linear degree of
freedom.
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33. A method as recited i„ claim 30 wherein said step of creating a resistance to movement
of satd object includes coupling a passive brake to said object to provide said resistance.

34. A method as recited in claim 33 wherein said brake includes a piston assembly and a
valve to regulate said flow of said fluid.

3 35. A method as recited in claim 34 wherein said fluid is air, and wherein said piston
assembly and said valve comprise an open loop system for circulating air supplied externally to
said piston assembly and said valve.

36. A method as recited in claim 34 wherein said piston assembly and said valve comprise
a closed loop system for circulating a substantially fixed amount of said fluid within said piston

10 assembly and said valve.

37. A method as recited in claim 33 wherein said brake includes a cylinder and a piston,
wherein an electrorheological fluid and a plurality of electrodes arc provided in said cylinder such
that said step of regulating said flow of said fluid is accomplished by applying a voltage to said
electrodes to control a viscosiry of said electrorheological fluid and thereby regulate said flow of

IS said fluid.

38. A method as recited iu claim 33 further comprising a step of reading snid sensed
positions of said object by receiving said electrical sensor signals and controlling said brake by
outputting said electrical drag signals.

39. A method as recited in claim 34 further comprising a step of providing a gimbal
20 mechanism to wluch said object is coupled, said gimbal mechanism providing two degrees of

freedom to said object.

40. A method as recited in claim 39 wherein said gimbal mechanism is a closed loop five
member linkage.

41. A method as recited in claim 34 further comprising a step of providing a sinned yoke
25 mechanism to which said object is coupled, said slotted yoke providing two degrees of freedom to

said object.

42. A system for controlling an dcctromcchanical interface apparatus manipulated by a
user, the sysieiu comprising:

30

a digital computer system for receiving an input control signal and for providing an output
control signal, wherein said digital computer system updates a process in response to said input
control signal;
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a pa„ivc Auupcr for receiving said ompu, control signal and providing . receive force

based on a flow of . fhnd w.thin said passive damper. said flow of said fluid fa

*

5 said object by said user along said decree of freedom: and

a sensor for detecting motion of said object and ompnfting said input control signa,uUuuung ^formation reprove, of the position and motion of said objecl lo said
computer system.

43 A system as recited in claim 42 wherein said process updated by snid digital computer
i
u system uitludes simulation and video game software.

44. A system as recited in claim 42 wherein said passive damper includes a pneumaticbrake for controlling the flow of said fluid, wherein said fluid is air.

Ppcuuum.

„

A reCited in daim 44 whc™ said pneumatic brake include., a piston™-davalvefbrre8U^
15 by said digital computer system.

«fc«u«ca

46. A system as recited in daim 45 wherein said object is grasped and moved by said user.

video ,2* Z " T" "^ 46 WhCrein 6aid COmPUtCr « view of avideo game to Sa.d user, wherein said user can intend with said video game by manipulating said

0

outnut T'fr™, T
rCClted 10 C,3im^ nmhet C°mpriSine 8^ Pr°CeSSOr for ^ving saidoutput control S1gnal from s.d digital computer sysfcm and providing a second output control

gnol to saad pass.vc damper, said processor receiving a s^ond input control signal from said
sensor and outputtmg said input control signal to said digital computer system.

\ " ^
'm Clahn 48 Whefein 30id l0Cal prOCCSSOf is » Provide» -endoutput control signaJ to said passive damper in response to samp^^JLo)

said object mdcpendenUy of said output control signal from said digital computer aystcm.

50. A system as recited in claim 4* further comprising a serial interface for outputting saidoutput ,ontrol signal from said computer system and for reiving said Input comm. sigl to saidcomputer system.
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51
;

* SyStem 35 recited » c««n. 48 further contpri^g . digitaJ «,^ convener
to satd digital computer system thot receive, said output control si**! from sain computer systemm digital form and for convening said output control signal to analog form.

52. A system a* recited in claim 47 wherein said output control signal controls said
resistive force to simulnte said object moving into an obstacle.

53. A system as recited in claim 47 wherein said output coulrol signal controls sain
resistive force to simulate said object moving over a textured surface.

54. A system as recited in claim 53 wherein said output control signal controls said
•csisuve force to Simulate said object moving through a damping environment
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